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INTRODUCTION
The Gold Creek basin (GCB) is a small intermontane basin located
between the Flint Creek basin (FCB) and the Deer Lodge basin (DLB) in Powell
County, west central Montana (Figure 1).
The GCB lies between the communities of
Deer Lodge and Drummond and is bounded
on the south by the northern Flint Creek
Range and on the north-northeast by the
south-central Garnet Range and the Clark
Fork River. This study focuses on the
Figure 1: Location of RCL study area, red

geology of the Rock Creek Lake 7.5’
USGS Quadrangle (RCL) which covers
the southern margin of the GCB, the
northwest margin of the Deer Lodge
basin (DLB) and a portion of the
northeastern flank of the Flint Creek
Range.

Objectives
The main goal of this study is to document the Cenozoic structural
evolution and sedimentary fill record of the Gold Creek basin and the
contemporaneous tectonic development of the northern Flint Creek Range. To
these ends, a geologic map at 1:24,000 scale was constructed of the RCL
1

quadrangle (Plate 1) with accompanying cross-sections (Plate 2). A local and
regional tectonic and structural study of the area was conducted and
compositional analyses of sandstones and conglomerates from within the basin
were performed to better constrain provenance relations.
The GCB lies near the intersection of the Rocky Mountain Fold and Thrust
Belt and the Lewis and Clark Lineament (LCL), a prominent structural feature
that stretches from northeastern Washington to south-central Montana (Figure 2).
Both of these major tectonic and structural features deformed rocks of
Proterozoic to Mesozoic age in this region. Superimposed on these structural
elements are 1) Cretaceous and early Paleogene igneous intrusions, 2) the early
Eocene Anaconda metamorphic core complex (AMCC), an area of ductile-brittle
crustal extension (O’Neill et al., 2004), and 3) the Deer Lodge basin (DLB,
McLeod, 1987), a major Eocene extensional basin located in the hanging wall of
the AMCC. Pleistocene glacial deposits mantle tectonic and structural features
Figure 2: Regional structural
geologic map showing the
relation of the Gold Creek
basin (red box) to the Lewis
and Clark Lineament and the
Rocky Mountain Fold and
Thrust Belt.
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of the northeastern Flint Creek Range front, the southern margin of the GCB, and
the western margin of the DLB (Figure 3).
The first objective of this study is to address the structural evolution of the
northern Flint Creek Range in the context of the deformational history of the
AMCC (O’Neill et al., 2004). The mylonite zone associated with the AMCC
detachment is well documented to the south of the RCL map area (e.g. O’Neill et
al., 2004; Grice, 2006; Foster et al., 2007a), but its form and kinematic history is
much less certain farther north in the study area. This study integrates ongoing
investigations of regional tectonism with the sedimentary response to the
unroofing of the AMCC. Documenting the character and composition of
Paleogene Gold Creek basin fill material addresses the spatial relation between
the exposed footwall of the AMCC and the sedimentation in adjacent basins,
including the GCB.
The second objective of this study is to address the relatively incomplete
documentation of the expression and history of pre-Pinedale glaciation in the
northern Flint Creek Range. Studies in other parts of the northern Rocky
Mountains indicate that the Bull Lake glaciation may have been larger and
possibly more extensive than previously interpreted (e.g., Phillips et al., 1997;
Pierce, 2003; Hofmann and Hendrix, 2004; Licciardi and Pierce, 2008). Mutch
(1961), Baken (1984) and Lewis (1998) documented widespread Quaternary
glacial deposition across much of the northern Flint Creek Range but the extent
of pre-Pinedale glaciation has remained unclear. Documenting the map
relations, geomorphology, and sedimentary compositions and textures of the
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glacial deposits in the northeastern Flint Creek Range addresses the existence
and extent of multiple episodes of Pleistocene glacial deposition in the study
area.
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Figure 3: 1:250,000
scale geologic map
of study area
showing the Royal
Stock Intrusion, the
Northern Flint Creek
Range, the Deer
Lodge Basin to the
east and southeast,
the Flint Creek Basin
to the northwest, and
the main normal fault
juxtaposing
Paleozoic strata and
Paleogene
sediments within the
RCL quadrangle,
shown in red box,
(Lewis, 1998).
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Geography and Access
The Gold Creek basin lies between the Flint Creek basin (FCB; Portner,
2005) to the west and the Deer Lodge basin (DLB; McLeod, 1987) to the eastsoutheast. The RCL 1:24,000 USGS quadrangle spans the southern margin of
the GCB and covers elevations ranging from approximately 1463 meters (4800
feet) in the GCB to approximately 2875 meters (9432 feet) in the Flint Creek
Range. The total area of the RCL quadrangle study area is approximately 135
square kilometers and consists of three distinct land morphologies: open
grassland in the GCB and DLB, densely forested glacial moraines and ridges at
intermediate elevations, and glaciated high peaks and ridges.
The area is usually accessible from late June to early October. The three
main public access roads (Rd. 636, 302, and 645) into the RCL Quadrangle from
the town of Gold Creek to the north are all maintained by the U.S. Forest Service.
Access from the town of Deer Lodge to the east is limited to the Old Stage Road,
which travels through the Montana State Prison Ranch, followed by Forest
Service Road 168 and La Marche Creek Road west into the interior of the RCL
quadrangle. Roads accessing the study area to the east traverse the upper
Renova Formation (Tr), which contains bentonitic clay that becomes nearly
impassible when wet. Public access permission was obtained from Deer Lodge
National Forest, Montana State Prison Ranch and private land owners adjacent
to public lands. For safety reasons, the field team was escorted through the
State Prison Ranch in order to access the southeast corner of the map area.
The RCL map area overlaps the southern portion of the currently inactive
Pioneer placer gold district, an area of about 205 square kilometers which
6

included the northern Flint Creek Range and the adjoining benchlands of the
GCB and DLB in the late 1800s to early 1900s (Pardee, 1951). Numerous
unmapped ditch trails were originally hand-dug from Rock Creek and other
upland creeks to the Pioneer gold district, and these ditches were used for
sluicing operations when the district was active (Pardee, 1951). The ditch trails
offer excellent exposures of bedrock, as well as Paleogene and Neogene
sedimentary units. Much of the RCL quadrangle is heavily timbered but good
bedrock exposures exist along many of the former logging and mining roads that
reach into the interior of the mapping area. Ridge tops and peaks above
timberline contain steep cliff exposures. The foot trails in Deer Lodge National
Forest (e.g. 53, 61, 138 and 146) vary significantly in their degree of
maintenance but offer access to the interior of the northern Flint Creek Range.
The mapping conducted for this thesis was part of an ongoing
collaboration between the University of Montana, the Montana Bureau of Mines
and Geology (MBMG), and the EDMAP Component of the USGS National
Cooperative Geologic Mapping Program. Field support for this project was
provided by EDMAP Contract Number: 07HQAG0057.
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PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS
The first discovery of gold in Montana was made in 1852 in glacial drift
and alluvium along Gold Creek, in the Pioneer district, within the GCB (Pardee,
1951). The Flint Creek Range, and Anaconda Range to the south, became
areas of peak mining interest which provided the basis for geologic study of the
region. Emmons and Calkins (1913) mapped and described the geology and ore
deposits of the Philipsburg 1° x 2° quadrangle, located immediately west of the
Butte North 1° x 2° quadrangle, in which the study area is located, and provided
subsequent investigations with background geology of the northern Flint Creek
Range (e.g. McGill 1958; Mutch, 1960; Gwinn 1960; Baken, 1984; Wallace et al.,
1986; and Lonn et al., 2003). In an effort to determine the occurrence, character,
and extent of gold placer deposits in the Pioneer district, J. T. Pardee (1951)
constructed the first detailed geologic map of the GCB. In the late 1950s the
area was remapped in a series of dissertations by students from Princeton
University (McGill, 1958; Mutch, 1960; Gwinn, 1960; and Csejtey, 1963); among
these was Thomas A. Mutch, who mapped the northeast flanks of the Flint Creek
Range (1960 and 1961), and correlated rock units with the work of Emmons and
Calkins (1913) to the west. Mutch’s work provided preliminary descriptions of
bedrock geology used in this study of the RCL quadrangle.
Many workers have studied the three large plutons in the northern Flint
Creek Range, the Philipsburg batholith, the Royal Stock, and Mount Powell
batholith (see Figure 51). The Mount Powell batholith and Royal stock, which
receives its name from the Royal mine near the western border of the stock,
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have been studied in detail in terms of structure and petrology (Allen, 1966), date
of intrusion and extension (Hyndman et al., 1972; Baty, 1976; Marvin et al.,
1989), and chemistry and relationship to nearby batholiths in southwestern
Montana (Benoit, 1974; Lund et al. 2002; Foster et al., 2007b). Ericksen et al.
(1981) and Elliott et al. (1984) assessed the northern Flint Creek Range for its
economic mineral resource potential.
Most of the literature combines the GCB with the adjacent DLB (Fields et
al., 1985; McLeod, 1987; Constenius, 1996) at smaller mapping scales. With the
completion of this thesis project, the RCL quadrangle, the Griffin Creek
quadrangle to the north (Brooks, 2002), the Garrison quadrangle to the northeast
(Sears et al., 2000a), and the Conley’s Lake quadrangle to the east (Berg, 2004)
all are mapped at 1:24,000 scale and collectively contain the GCB in its entirety.
The Quaternary glacial deposits that mantle older GCB fill adjacent to the
Flint Creek Range front were first described by William C. Alden in 1953.
Mutch’s early unit descriptions of glacial deposits in the RCL mapping area (1960
and 1961) were used in this study.
Wallace et al. published a preliminary 1:250,000 scale geologic map of the
Butte North 1° x 2° quadrangle in 1986, in which the RCL quadrangle is located.
Lewis updated previously inaccurate stratigraphy in the area and compiled a
revised Butte North 1° x 2° quadrangle in 1998, which is the most recent geologic
map of the current study area. Vuke et al. (2007) included Lewis’ map (1998) in
the compilation work that led to the 1:500,000 scale geologic map of the State of
Montana. Similarly, the map created in this study provides information that will
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be useful in the generation of future small and large scale maps of west-central
Montana.
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METHODS
Field Techniques
The area for detailed geologic mapping includes complex bedrock
structures Mesoproterozoic to Mesozoic in age, Cretaceous and Cenozoic
sedimentary rocks forming the southern margin of the GCB, and Pleistocene
glacial deposits. The surficial and bedrock geology were mapped over ten weeks
during the summer of 2008, using the Rock Creek Lake 7.5’ USGS quadrangle
as a topographic base map. A Brunton® Pocket Transit azimuth compass was
used to measure bedding and joint attitudes and a Garmin® Etrex Vista GPS unit
was used to record waypoints at each observation and sample location.
Representative samples of each rock unit were collected from across the map
area. The relative ages of Quaternary deposits were determined mainly by
standard geomorphic techniques, such as cross-cutting relationships, boulder
aerial density, and the degree of morphologic degradation of original surface
features. Previously published maps of the study area by Mutch (1961) and
Lewis (1998) provided information useful for mapping the bedrock geology and
glacial deposits. The published maps of surrounding regions (Baken, 1984;
Lewis, 1998; Sears et al., 2000a; Brooks, 2002; Lonn et al. 2003; Berg, 2004;
Portner and Hendrix, 2005; Vuke et al., 2007) provided additional structural and
tectonic context for the study area.
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Laboratory Techniques
To supplement on-ground observations of Quaternary landforms, I
obtained aerial photographs from the U.S. Farm Services Agency: National
Agricultural Imagery Program and a 10 meter 1/3 arc second digital elevation
model (DEM) from the USGS National Map Seamless Server using the National
Elevation Dataset (NED). The NED is a seamless mosaic of best-available
elevation data. The 7.5-minute elevation data are the primary initial source data.
The data were converted to the NAD83 datum and edge-matched. Slivers of
missing data were filled at quadrangle seams. The specifications for the NED
1/3 arc second data are geographic coordinate system horizontal datum of
NAD83 (USGS, 2008). The DEM was projected into Universal Transverse
Mercator Zone 12 with coordinates of origin, 112.94°W and 46.435°N. The DEM
was used to perform slope, aspect, and hillshade analyses to assist in
chronologic glacial moraine classification.
Descriptions of each stratigraphic unit were made by supplementing field
observations and previously published work (Mutch, 1961; Lewis, 1998; Lonn et
al. 2003; Berg, 2004) with descriptions of 45 thin-section samples. Ten thinsection samples stained with sodium cobaltinitrite were analyzed for provenance
interpretations of sandstone and conglomerate samples and point-counted using
a James Smith point counter (model # C 10 4251) with an automated tabulator
and a Leitz Orthoplan petrographic microscope (model # 792392). In order to
account for the abundance of granitic rock fragments present in sample thin
sections, the traditional method of counting lithic grains was used in all samples,
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rather than the Gazzi-Dickinson method of counting individual minerals within
lithic grains (Ingersoll et al., 1984).
Figures were constructed using Adobe Photoshop® CS3 and Illustrator®
CS3. The final geologic map was composed in ESRI’s ArcGIS® 9.3 from a
georeferenced mosaic of the aerial photographs, the DEM, and the 1:24,000
scale USGS topographic base map. GPS point data (point features), contacts
and structures (line features) and map units (polygon features) were assigned
specific attributes that included formation name, brief description, and contact
type (inferred contact, fault, etc.). The final map was digitized to be consistent
with the EDMAP database format (MBMG, 2009) and will be submitted with
accompanying map unit descriptions and cross-sections to the MBMG, to be
published as a peer-reviewed, open-file report.
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RESULTS
The bedrock geology in the RCL map area is quite diverse. Local and
regional structures and the proximity of igneous intrusions have caused
brecciation, deformation, and extensive thermal metamorphism in the adjacent
sedimentary stratigraphic units. These factors, in addition to incomplete
exposure, limited the determination of stratigraphic thicknesses of most mapped
units. Paleogene and Neogene deposits overlie and conceal deformed bedrock
in the eastern half of the map area. The youngest strata are Quaternary glacial
deposits that mantle over 50 per cent of the map surface area.
The Royal Stock intrusion (Kmrg) occupies a surface area of
approximately 65 square kilometers, of which the RCL map area covers only the
easternmost part. The Mount Powell batholith
(Tmpg) occupies approximately 130 square
kilometers, of which the RCL map area
covers only the northernmost part (Figure 4;
Plate 1). These two Flint Creek plutons
intrude metasedimentary rocks ranging from
Mesoproterozoic Belt Supergroup rocks to
Cretaceous Colorado Group.
The following map unit descriptions
expand upon and supplement descriptions
presented in the MBMG open file report.
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Figure 4: RCL map area;
Kmrg=red; Tmpg = orange

Map Unit Descriptions
MESOPROTEROZOIC ROCKS
(Yb) BELT SUPERGROUP (Figures 5 and 6)
The belt rocks have been divided into two siliciclastic groups in the study
area:
1) Light-colored, well sorted, fine to medium grained quartzite beds that
contain ripple marks and abundant cross-beds throughout; cross-beds are
continuous and lack mud drape between truncated foresets and are
characteristically purple/dark gray and white-colored along foresets.
Detrital mica is locally common.
Figure 5: Belt
Supergroup quartzite
locally overturned on
northern limb of
“Ravalli Mountain”
anticline, south of
centrally located Rock
Creek Lake in the
southwest portion of
map area; A) remnant
bedding reveals
inverted truncation
surfaces;
B) Overturned
symmetric ripple
marks in Belt
Supergroup quartzite;
C) location map.

A

C

B
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2) Light- to dark-colored quartzite locally interbedded with micaceous
phyllite and argillite; mica is interpreted to be detrital; unit contains chlorite
and exhibits local parallel bedding, cross-bedding, and ripple marks.

A

B

Figure 6: Belt Supergroup rocks at core of “Ravalli Mountain” anticline, southwest portion of
map area; A) symmetric ripples in quartzite outcrop, crests greater than 30cm apart; B)
thinly bedded dark gray argillite; C) parallel laminations in micaceous quartz-rich argillite; D)
overturned ripple marks in quartzite boulders.

D

C
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PALEOZOIC ROCKS
CAMBRIAN
(Єf) Flathead quartzite (Figure 7)
Quartzite unit consisting of polycrystalline quartz with trace amounts of
rutile; contains local micaceous shale partings and well-developed jointing
throughout unit; vitreous white, pink, tan and somewhat mottled in color;
sugary texture with remnant bedding visible in hand sample.
Figure 7:
Cambrian
Flathead quartzite
located along the
northern shore of
Rock Creek Lake;
A) outcrop with
multiple joint sets;
B) photomicrograph of
quartzite, sample
CMF-33, crossed
polars, showing
sutured quartz
crystals, rutile and
muscovite
crystals; C)
location of
Flathead quartzite
outcrop in red box.

A

C
quartz xtl
muscovite xtl

rutile xtl

B
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(Єsh) Silver Hill Formation (Figures 8 and 9)
Units exposed north of Rock Creek Lake: non-calcareous facies
composed of extremely fine micro-laminated argillite with alternating
layers of silt and fine sand-sized monocrystalline and polycrystalline
quartz, biotite, muscovite, and hornblende; calcareous facies composed of
matted, brown-grey, wavy micro-laminations, with calcareous mud “pods”.
Figure 8: Cambrian
Silver Hill outcrops
located along the
northern shore of
Rock Creek Lake,
A) calcareous ‘mud
pods’ and microlaminations in
outcrop; B) microlaminations in
argillite; C) photomicrograph of
sample CMF-32,
crossed polars,
micro-laminations in
altered argillite;
location in red box in
Figure 7C.

A

B
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(Єsh) Silver Hill Formation continued (Figure 9)
Units in the south central portion of the map area: pale-green
recrystallized calc-silicate; K-spar and plagioclase silicate minerals;
muscovite and zoisite present as a result of green-schist facies
metamorphism; tremolite present due to extensive hydrothermal alteration,
hornfels composed of diopside (Mutch, 1960). Micro-laminated argillite
with siliceous mud “pods” exposed locally.

diopside xtl

C

A

D

Figure 9: Carbonate rocks from south-central portion of map area, located on the
southern limb of the “Ravalli Mountain” anticline; A) Photomicrograph of sample CMF49a, crossed polars, altered calc-silicate; B) 1.5m wide outcrop of steeply dipping
metamorphosed carbonate; C) diopside hornfels in calc-silicate in outcrop; D) outcrop of
finely laminated argillite; E) close-up view of siliceous mud ‘pods’.
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(Єh) Hasmark Group (Figure 10)
Due to its proximity to the Royal Stock intrusion in the map area, this unit
is metamorphosed, recrystallized, and hydrothermally altered in most
locations. Basal member (Meagher Formation?) consists of altered yellow
dolomite; Middle member (Park Formation?) is composed of alternating
micro-lamina consisting of dark purple and green calcareous slate/argillite;
pyrite crystals and muscovite present in veins; fresh surfaces
characterized by sulfurous odor; Upper member (Pilgrim Formation?)
increasingly siliceous, white/light tan, sucrosic, and friable towards top;
garnet and tremolite present in altered sections; jointing and breccia
present along fault zones; Contact between Hasmark and Silver Hill
Formations is transitional over ~5m and is interstratified with hornfels and
tremolite marble (Mutch, 1960).

A

C

B

D

garnet xtl

Figure 10: A) Sucrosic upper member of Єh revealing jointing and possible crossbedding in outcrop, located near contact with the Royal Stock intrusion, north of RCL;
B) hand sample of garnet in limestone, pen tip for scale; C) photo-micrograph of
sample CMF-29, crossed polars, Middle member Єh, altered argillite, blocky black
pyrite crystals in veins; D) photo-micrograph of sample CMF-30a, crossed polars,
altered carbonate with garnet.
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Precambrian and Cambrian Stratigraphy of “Ravalli Mountain”
The identity of Belt stratigraphic units (Yb) exposed in the northern Flint
Creek Range has been the topic of considerable controversy in the regional
literature. The Belt bedrock in the southwest portion of the RCL map area has
been deformed into an overturned anticline (Plate 1) but reveals somewhat intact
stratigraphy. Mutch (1961) mapped the carbonate rocks on the south limb of the
“Ravalli Mountain” anticline in the south central portion of the RCL map area as
Newland Group, Lower Belt Carbonate. Mutch (1960) then mapped the quartzite
and argillite rocks at the core of the anticline as Ravalli Group, but the Ravalli
Group is younger in stratigraphic sequence than the Newland Carbonates.
Nearly a quarter century later, Wallace et al. (1986), and subsequently Lewis
(1998) re-mapped the siliciclastic as Mount Shields Formation, a younger unit in
the Belt, based on the existence of younger Missoula Group Belt rocks farther
south in the Anaconda Range. Wallace et al. (1986) recognized that by shifting
the stratigraphic affinity of the siliciclastic rocks to Mount Shields, the identity of
the carbonate rocks to the south would shift as well; therefore, Wallace et al.
(1986) removed the overturned anticline mapped by Mutch (1961) and identified
the carbonates as Piegan Group, the younger Middle Belt carbonate (Winston,
1984). To account for the incongruence between the ages of the siliciclastic and
carbonate rocks, Wallace et al. (1986) separated the units with thrust faults.
The 1:24,000 scale field mapping conducted during this study
corroborated the anticline that Mutch mapped in 1961, with carbonate rocks on
either limb and siliciclastic rocks at the core. It was found that no evidence exists
for thrust faulting between the units. According to Winston (1986; personal
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communication, 2009), the Ravalli Group is an inaccurate interpretation of the
siliciclastic rocks on “Ravalli Mountain”, as the Ravalli units as far east as the
RCL map area tend to be composed more of argillite and mud instead of the
predominant sandy composition observed in the study area. Although the
carbonates on the south limb of the anticline experienced extensive thermal
alteration due to their proximity to the Mount Powell batholith, the intrinsic
structures in the units were recognizably similar to the Cambrian carbonates on
the north limb of the anticline (Figure 11). Both localities exhibit fine-laminated
beds and mud pods.

A

B

Figure 11 A-B: Silver Hill Fm carbonate rocks on the north limb of the ‘Ravalli Mountain anticline’,
outcrop located along the northern shore of Rock Creek Lake; C-D) carbonate rocks on the south
limb of the ‘Ravalli Mountain anticline’, outcrop located north of Tin Cup Joe Creek in the southern
most portion of the RCL map area; C) steeply dipping, altered carbonate. On both limbs of the
anticline, this unit consists of finely-laminated beds and mud pods.

C
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The mud pods in the carbonate on the north limb of the anticline are calcareous
(Figure 11 A-B) and the mud pods in the argillite on the south limb of the anticline
(Figure 11D) are siliceous but both have been thermally altered due to the
proximity to the igneous intrusions. Based upon similarities in lithology and
sedimentary structures, the Cambrian Silver Hill carbonates north of RCL on the
northern limb of the anticline and the carbonates on the southern limb of the
anticline are interpreted to be the same. This interpretation affects the
stratigraphic identity of the siliciclastic rocks at the core of the “Ravalli Mountain”
anticline, most recently mapped as Mount Shields Fm.
The type locality for the Pilcher and Garnet Range Formations is located
along Highway 200 northeast of the town of Bonner (see Figure 1) and described
in detail by Winston (1984). Boulders from the Pilcher Fm (Figure 12 D-F) at this
location revealed well sorted, fine to medium grained, pure quartzite with
abundant trough cross-beds. The purple coloring along foresets is attributed to
hematite. The cross beds are continuous and lack mud between foresets. The
local metamorphism in the RCL map area likely altered the hematite along the
foresets to a dark gray magnetite (Figure 12 A-C). Outcrops of the Garnet
Range Fm (Figure 13 C-D) near Bonner reveal flat-laminated bedding composed
of fine to medium sandy beds with mud drapes and detrital mica. Lode casts,
ripples and hummocks exist in the Garnet Range Fm as well (Winston, 1986). In
the RCL map area, the micaceous argillite beds are primarily flat-laminated and
locally dark in color (Figure 13 A-B) but are also slightly altered. Based upon
similarities in lithology and sedimentary structures, and stratigraphic position
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beneath the Cambrian carbonates on the north and south limbs of the anticline,
the dark-colored, fine-laminated argillite at the core of the anticline is interpreted
to be the Garnet Range Formation and the trough cross-bedded pure quartzite is
interpreted to be the Pilcher Formation. The Cambrian Flathead Formation,
which lies stratigraphically between the Pilcher and Silver Hill Formations, and
the Mesoproterozoic Pilcher Formation are often confused due their many
similarities in composition and sedimentary structures (Winston, 1984). Poor
exposures on both sides of the anticline made it difficult to differentiate whether
all of the quartzite exposed on “Ravalli Mountain” is Pilcher Formation or whether
the Flathead Formation exists in outcrop. Therefore, the Flathead Formation was
not mapped between the Silver Hill Formation and the Belt Supergroup rocks.
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Figure 12: A-B)
Overturned trough
cross-beds in well
sorted, fine to medium
grained quartzites on
“Ravalli Mountain” (C)
on the north limb of
the anticline. Note
dark gray coloring
along foresets; D-E)
trough cross-beds in
quartzite boulders at
type locality/region for
the Pilcher Formation
near the town of
Bonner, MT. Note at
both locations
quartzites exhibit
continuous cross-beds
and lack mud between
foresets.
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C

Figure 13:
A-B) Outcrops of
dark-colored argillite,
bedding 2-4cm thick,
on the north limb of
the “Ravalli Mountain”
anticline (C); D-E)
outcrops of flat
laminated, fine to
medium sandy beds
with mud drapes at
the type locality for
the Garnet Range Fm
near Bonner,
Montana. Note at
both locations,
argillites are
composed of darkcolored, micaceous,
flat laminated beds.

MISSISSIPPIAN
(Mm) Madison limestone (Figures 14 and 15)
Limestone primarily metamorphosed into marble in the map area,
massively bedded, and cliff-forming. Unit is highly brecciated and
karstified along fault zones with open framework pores; some outcrops
contain chert nodules locally exceeding 10 cm. Unit has undergone
extreme hydrothermal alteration where in contact with igneous intrusive
bodies in the mapping area.

A

B

C

Figure 14: A-C) Metamorphosed and
brecciated Mm Formation; observed
in rocks located just west of Doney
Lake (D) in red box.

D
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B

A

Figure 15: A) Mm Formation, primarily composed of massive cliff-forming beds of brecciated
and karstified marble, viewing northwest; B) outcrop-scale view of karstified cliffs; C) local
chert nodules in Mm; D) photo-micrograph of sample CMF-103, crossed polars, open
framework pores in Mm (blue is epoxy); see Figure 15D for location of cliffs in red box.
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PENNSYLVANIAN
(IPq) Quadrant quartzite (Figure 16)
Quartzite, vitreous luster, recrystallized with sutured grains (Mutch, 1960),
99% quartz, brittle, very hard. Unit is highly sheared and brecciated along
fault zones, especially in the NW corner of the map area, along Emery
Ridge; unit is commonly red; quartzite fragments composed of
microcrystalline quartz with minor amounts of muscovite mica.
Figure 16:
Pennsylvanian
Quadrant
Formation;
A) extremely
brecciated and
highly jointed
quartzite, B)
close-up view of
brecciated
quartzite; C)
location of
outcrops on
Emery Ridge in
red box.

A
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PERMIAN
(Pp) Phosphoria Formation (Figure 17)
This unit is metamorphosed in the map area and highly jointed in fault
zones. Slate/argillite member is extremely finely-laminated and consists
of alternating light and dark bedding with lenses of silt sized grains; Schist
member is located particularly along the western extent of Emery Ridge in
the RCL map area and consists of nodules of silt with foliated muscovite,
monocrystalline quartz and accessory garnet; Slate hornfels member is
dark purple in color and appears “spotted”, thin section reveals foliated
muscovite and silt-sized monocrystalline quartz (Meade Peak Member?);
Mutch (1960) mapped this “spotted slate” as Amsden Formation.

A

B
C

Figure 17: Permian Phosphoria Fm outcrops on Emery Ridge; A) highly jointed and folded
argillite; B) finely laminated argillite with mud lenses; C) “spotted slate” in hand sample; D)
photomicrograph of CMF-08, crossed polars, silt nodules in schist; E) photo-micrograph of
sample CMF-99, crossed polars, “spotted slate”.
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MESOZOIC ROCKS
CRETACEOUS
(Kk) Kootenai Group (Figure 18)
Mudstone breccia member (Kk1 or Kk3?) consists of gravel-sized clasts
composed of silt-sized quartz grains with minor amounts of muscovite;
grains are altered and iron-stained. Limestone member (Kk2 or Kk4?)
exhibits remnant fossils (gastropods?). Both members are extremely
brecciated and hydrothermally altered in the map area due to local
faulting.

A
B

Figure 18: A) Tors of highly brecciated mudstone member of Cretaceous Kootenai Fm; BC) close-up view of mudstone breccia in outcrop; D) outcrop located in the southeast corner
of RCL map area (red box), adjacent to Cretaceous Colorado Fm.
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Figure 18 continued: E-F) close-up views of brecciated limestone member of Cretaceous
Kootenai Fm in outcrop; photo-micrographs of CMF-91c (G) and CMF-91a (H) revealing
remnant/recrystallized fossils in altered limestone (circled in red), crossed polars.
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(Kc) Colorado Group (Figure 19; see Figure 18D for location)
Sandstone member consists of subangular to rounded, well sorted,
medium sized sand, grain supported; primarily composed of chert, quartz,
plagioclase, muscovite, lithic fragments. Shale member consists of
recessive-weathering black shale, fissile and friable, locally weathered to
red color. Conglomerate member consists of gravel- to cobble-sized
clasts composed of quartzite, chert, sandstone fragments and minor
amounts of muscovite with calcite cement.

A
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Figure 19: Cretaceous Colorado
Group outcrops, A) sandstone
member; B) conglomerate
member; C) middle black shale
member; located in the
southeast corner of RCL map
area (see Figure 18D) adjacent
to Cretaceous Kootenai Fm.

C

(Kmrg) Royal Stock granodiorite (Figure 20)
Non-foliated granodiorite primarily composed of zoned plagioclase and
strained polycrystalline quartz, K-spar, biotite, muscovite, and hornblende.
Proto-mylonitic fabric present along southeastern margin of intrusion
where unit is composed of biotite-hornblende granodiorite with protomylonitic gneissic banding.

B

A

Figure 20: A) Photo-micrograph of sample
CMF-44, Kmrg granodiorite, note zoned
plagioclase and random orientation of crystals;
B) boulder of Kmrg located south of Rock
Creek in the southwestern corner of the study
area, finger pointing to randomly oriented
plagioclase phenocrysts; C-D) outcrops of
proto-mylonitic gneissic banding in Kmrg along
the southeastern margin of the Royal Stock
intrusion; E) proto-mylonite outcrop located at
southwest corner of RCL at the inlet of Rock
Creek (red box).
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Figure 20 continued: Photo-micrographs of proto-mylonitic fabric in gneissic granodiorite,
Kmrg, from outcrop located in image (E); Sample CMF-108, plain polarized light (F),
crossed polars (G), and sample CMF-109, plain polarized light (H), crossed polars (I).
Note alignment of biotite and quartz crystals around the feldspar crystals in both samples.
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CENOZOIC ROCKS
PALEOGENE AND NEOGENE
(Tmpg) Mount Powell porphyritic granite (Figure 21)
Granite composed primarily of polycrystalline quartz (locally strained),
plagioclase, muscovite, biotite, and microcline - referred to as “2-mica”
granite.

A

Figure 21: A) Mount Powell
granite boulder with plagioclase
phenocrysts up to 4cm, located
south of Rock Creek in the
southwestern corner of the RCL
map area; B) photo-micrograph of
sample CMF-56, Mount Powell
“2-mica” granite, crossed polars.
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(Tr) Upper Renova Formation - sedimentary deposits (Figures 22-27)
Primarily mudstone, siltstone, and very fine sandstone composed mostly
of volcanic ash (Eocene, Oligocene, or Miocene; Lewis, 1998). Locally,
unconsolidated sand and ash deposits overlie organic-rich mudstone.
Locally abundant fossils and roots casts are preserved in ash. Primarily
flat-laminated with local cross-beds in sand deposits and micro-laminated
ripples.
Paleontology
Fossils observed in the upper Renova Fm include mollusks and
crustaceans. Ostracods were identified in thin section. The families of
gastropods identified were Pupillidae and Valloniidae (Pierce, 1992; Pierce and
Rasmussen, 1992; Pierce, 1993; Figure 22a-b). Bivalve mollusks were identified
in hand sample and in thin section (Figure 22e). Most fossils were broken and
fragmented, suggesting post-mortem transport (Figure 22F). Fossilized plant
fragments are abundant in the strata as well as in situ root casts that bifurcate in
a downward direction (Figure 23).

A

1mm

C

2mm

Figure 22: Fossils
observed in ash
deposits in the upper
Renova Fm in the
GCB;
A) Valloniidae;
B) Pupilldae,
Gastrocopta obese;
C) gastropod of
uncertain identity;
D) clay cast of
gastropod in (C).
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E
Figure 22 continued: E) cast of bivalve in upper Renova Fm
ash deposit, scale marks are in millimeters; F) photomicrograph of sample CMF-62, crossed polars, revealing
mollusk fragments in ash deposits within the upper Renova
Fm in the GCB, sample collected from the northeastern
corner of the RCL map area.
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B

Figure 23: A) Hand sample of fossilized root casts in ash deposits of the upper Renova Fm;
B) fossilized plant roots; C) fossilized plant roots in outcrop of poorly indurated mudstone;
light-colored roots circled in red; D) photo-micrograph of sample CMF-70, plant root from
image (B), in plain polarized light, transverse view, note cross-sectional remnants of xylem,
vascular plant system (circled in red); E) photo-micrograph of same plant root, longitudinal
view, note grid pattern of cell structure (blue color is epoxy).
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Paleo-channel Deposits
A temporary pipeline trench spanning approximately 9.5 kilometers across
the northern DLB and southern GCB provided a unique opportunity to examine
fresh exposures of the upper Renova Formation during field work associated with
this study. Strata were observed in the trench in T9N R11W Sections 23, 24 and
25, just north of the RCL quadrangle in the Griffin Creek quadrangle. The trench
exposed strata down to a depth of over 3 meters in places. Primarily ash beds
were exposed in the trench with thicknesses ranging from extremely fine 2-3mm
laminations to beds reaching greater than a meter thick (Figure 24C). Locally,
varying thicknesses of upper Renova ash deposits lay directly over extremely
organic-rich dark-colored mudstone containing pieces of wood measuring greater
than 10 cm, (Figure 24D).
Micro-laminated wave ripples in extremely fine ash deposits (Figure 24A)
were revealed in road cuts north of and adjacent to the RCL quadrangle in the
Griffin Creek quadrangle in the GCB.
The trench exposed erosional unconformities that separate cross-bedded
sand deposits and relatively horizontal ash deposits (Figures 25 and 26).
Subrounded to rounded gravel- to cobble-sized clasts composed of weakly
indurated ash were prevalent in many locations along the trench as well (Figure
27). The lenticular shape of erosional unconformities, the rounded clasts and the
suite of sedimentary structures suggest paleo-fluvial channels existed during the
time of deposition of the upper Renova Formation.
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A

Figure 24: Outcrop located in

temporary trench in the GCB
north and adjacent to the RCL
map area, in the Griffin Creek
Quadrangle; A) micro-laminated
wave ripples in extremely fine ash;
B) temporary trench reveals ash
beds at this location ranging from
approximately 10cm thick at the
base to beds only 2-3mm thick
above; C) finely laminated ash
deposit overlying organic rich, darkcolored mudstone; D) wood
fragment greater than 10 cm in
length collected from this organic
rich mudstone; E) coaly debris
preserved back side of wood
fragment shown in D.
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A

Figure 25: A) Un-interpreted photo-mosaic of trench wall revealing channel structure composed of partially indurated interbedded ash
and fine to medium sand layers in upper Renova Formation, GCB; B) Interpreted photo-mosaic showing location of channel.

B
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A

Figure 26: Close-up of
channel structure
shown in Figure 25; A)
channel margin
outlined in yellow; B)
trough cross-bedding
and underlying
erosional base (yellow
line).

B

Figure 27: Medium to coarse sands and subrounded to rounded gravel- to cobble-sized
clasts composed of weakly indurated ash in an upper Renova Formation paleo-channel
deposit; outcrop located in temporary trench in the GCB north and adjacent to the RCL
map area, in the Griffin Creek quadrangle.
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(Trc) Upper Renova Formation continued (Figures 28 and 29)
Isolated sandstone and conglomerate deposits vary from well sorted,
rounded, very fine to fine sand-sized grains to poorly sorted, angular,
medium to very coarse sand and granule-sized grains. Deposits are polymineralic and primarily composed of quartz, feldspar, biotite, muscovite,
and lithic fragments. Many grains are coated with isopachous quartz
cement. Isolated outcrops contain abundant cross-beds and graded
bedding throughout; petrified wood present in some locations.
plag
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Figure 28: Sandstone
and conglomerate
deposits; A) photomicrograph of sample
CMF-67, crossed
polarized light, note
pore spaces partially
infilled with cement; B)
image viewing SSW
along strike of isolated
sandstone deposits in
open fields of ash
beds within the upper
Renova Formation,
beds dipping WNW.
C) location of isolated
sandstone deposits
(Trc) in RCL map area
shown in red box.
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Figure 29: A) Photomicrograph of sample CMF-67
taken from sandstone outcrop
in the GCB; multiple
generations of isopachous
chalcedony cement
surrounding individual quartz
sand grains and infilling pore
spaces, in crossed polarized
light; B) petrified wood and C)
mud intraclast observed in
outcrops of sandstone and
conglomerate deposits in the
upper Renova Formation in
the GCB.
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Channel Deposits in Renova Formation
In addition to the lithofacies described above for the Renova Formation, a
series of lenticular sandstone units, interpreted as channel sandstones, crop out
across the northeastern fields of the RCL map area. Sedimentary structures in
the isolated sandstone and conglomerate deposits include lenticular trough
cross-bedding and repeated sequences of local normal grading (Figure 30).
Silicified wood fragments are common in these sandstone bodies. Based on
qualitative observations of oriented photographs taken in the field, cross-beds
within the units indicate paleo-current was unidirectional and flowed towards the
north-northwest. Traction transport structures, plant debris, evidence for

A

unidirectional flow, and erosional
unconformities at the base of
these isolated outcrops are
interpreted as reflecting a fluvial
depositional environment and are
classified as paleo-channels.

B
Figure 30: Cross-bedding in isolated
sandstone and conglomerate deposits
in the upper Renova Fm in the GCB,
indicate paleo-channel flow;
A-B) angular, poorly sorted, medium to
coarse sand grains and granules
overlying well sorted, rounded, very
fine to fine sand grains.
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(Tsc) Sixmile Creek Formation (Figures 31)
Miocene (Barstovian) to Pliocene gravel fan deposits and debris flows on
upper Renova Formation pediment surfaces. Unit is preserved on isolated
terraces between erosional drainages and consists of cobble-sized clasts
of mixed composition including metamorphic schist, slate, argillite and
primarily quartzite. Quartzite cobbles exhibit percussion or “chatter marks”
which indicate fluvial transport rather than transport via mud-supported
debris flows. Unit overlies and locally truncates the upper Renova
Formation ash deposits along an angular unconformity, although
identifying the unconformity in the field is difficult due to lag gravels that
mantle the hillsides.

A
Figure 31: Sixmile
Creek Formation
overlying upper
Renova ash
deposits in the
GCB; A) cobblesized angular to
subrounded
quartzite clasts
over ash beds;
B-C) cobble to
boulder-sized
angular to
subrounded
quartzite clasts.
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QUATERNARY
Holocene and Pleistocene Epochs
(Qgb) Glacial till of Bull Lake Glaciation (Figure 32 and 33)
Characterized by low to moderate, round-crested, moderate to poorly
developed lateral moraines (e.g. just north of La Marche Creek, Robinson
Ridge and ridges north and south of Taylor Creek, Plate 1). Younger
moraines locally crosscut Qgb moraines. The majority of till is composed
of matrix-supported, sandy and silty cobble and boulder gravel of local
quartzite and igneous rocks; characterized by a low density of extremely
weathered granite boulders (Mutch, 1961). Commonly large boulders are
partially to fully buried; surfaces of granite boulders are friable. Such
rounded and poorly defined moraine crests suggest that Qgb moraines
are related to an older glacial maximum advance interpreted to be the Bull
Lake Glaciation. Similar shaped moraines have been described by Knoll
(1977) and Elison (1981) for glacial moraines associated with the Bull
Lake glaciation in mountain ranges in Idaho and NW-Montana. Licciardi
and Pierce (2008) date the Bull Lake glaciation at approximately 157,000 136,000 years using cosmogenic 10Be surface exposure ages on boulder
till.

A

B

Figure 32: Qgb glacial
moraines A) view to
the east from atop an
unnamed peak in the
south westernmost
corner of the RCL map
area, Qgb moraines
are mostly heavily
timbered except where
clear-cut; B) standing
on Robinson Ridge
Qgb glacial moraine,
viewing east, note
quartzite boulder in
foreground, DLB in
background.
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Figure 33: Qgb
glacial moraine till
A) outcrop of till
composed of both
quartzite and
granitic boulders
along FS Rd 645 in
the north-central
portion of the RCL
map area;
B) quartzite
boulders on Qgb
moraine directly
uphill and west of
the Mm bluffs
along Rock Creek,
pen for scale.
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(Qgp) Glacial till of Pinedale Glaciation (Figure 34)
Characterized by high, sharp-crested lateral moraines with steep slopes,
locally greater than 30°; Qgp moraines form ridges on either side of
currently active streams (e.g. ridges just north of Pike’s Peak Creek and
Tin Cup Joe Creek, Plate 1), recessional moraines, and/or less
pronounced terminal moraine complexes (at the easternmost extent of
Pikes Peak Creek and Rock Creek in the northeast corner of the RCL map
area). Till composed of unconsolidated, poorly sorted, angular to subangular, boulder-sized clasts, composed almost entirely of granite and
granodiorite. In the Yellowstone/Teton area, Licciardi and Pierce (2008)
constrained the Pinedale glaciation at approximately 18,000 -16,000 years
using cosmogenic 10Be surface exposure ages on boulder till.

A

Figure 34: Qgp glacial
moraines; A) granitic
boulder directly atop
fossiliferous upper
Renova ash beds,
located along the
northern bank of the
easternmost extent of
Rock Creek in the RCL
map area; B) Qgp
glacial moraines viewed
looking to the east from
the south westernmost
corner of the RCL map
area, DLB in
background; moraine
flanks can exceed 30°
slope and are heavily
timbered.

B
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(Qal) Alluvial and Glacial Outwash (Figure 35)
Characterized by moderately- to poorly-sorted, subrounded to rounded
gravel- to cobble-sized clasts and medium to very coarse sand,
interbedded with fine sand and silt; clast composition of glacial outwash
and alluvial deposits is similar to that of Qgp glacial till, primarily granite
and quartzite clasts, but clasts are slightly better rounded and fine-grained
matrix is commonly absent. Deposits are located along active channels of
creeks and intermittent streams and farther north and east of the RCL
map area in the GCB and DLB. Cross-bedding and graded beds in glacial
outwash are common.
Figure 35: Temporary
pipeline trench reveals
glacial outwash in the
GCB, adjacent north of
the RCL map area in
T9N R11W Sections
14 and 15;
A) cross-bedding and
B) interbedded
unconsolidated sand
and gravel deposits;
rounded clasts vary in
size from silt and fine
sand to cobbles and
boulders.

A

B
(Qmt) Anthropogenic Deposits (modern)
Placer mine tailings, mine dumps, and
slag piles. Sluicing operations left
outcrops of Tr exposed and long
parallel ridges of reworked glacial till.

Figure 36: Placer mine tailings located north of Pike’s
Peak Creek in northern portion or RCL study area.
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Structures
Bedrock north of the Royal Stock
intrusion, along Emery Ridge and north
(Figure 37), is poorly exposed in most
areas but where exposed, reveals highly
deformed outcrops (e.g. Figure 16) that
reflect the presence of large scale folds
and faults. The repeated units along
Emery Ridge and the presence of older
units adjacent to and on top of younger
units suggest 1) westward verging
thrusts, 2) eastward verging thrusts that

Figure 37: Deformed bedrock along
Emery Ridge and north.

when folded appear as westward verging thrusts, or 3) this area is a window into
a structural duplex (Plate 2) that formed from the northwest verging compression
that formed the “Ravalli Mountain” anticline and is kinematically linked to regional
scale folding and thrusting. The orientations of the fault planes were difficult to
determine in the field but due to the influences of large scale folds and faults,
Mutch (1960) interpreted that the west verging faults in the northern portion of the
RCL map area on Emery Ridge converge at depth to form an uplifted wedge.
There are multiple top-to-the-east normal faults in the RCL map area that
can be walked out over short distances. These faults occur from the range front
of the northeast Flint Creek Mountains east into the Gold Creek and Deer Lodge
basins. Lewis (1998) mapped a prominent normal fault that juxtaposes
Paleogene and Paleozoic strata along the southern margin of the GCB (see
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Figure 3) and lies at the topographic break between the range front and what
Pardee (1951) refers to as “the benchlands”. Farther northeast into the basins
several outcrops of volcanic ash, inferred to belong to the late Eocene-early
Miocene Renova Formation, are completely offset along east and northeast
dipping normal faults (Figure 38A).
Modern ditches and sluicing areas around old mining claims reveal the
presence of relatively horizontal ash beds and unconsolidated cross-bedded
channel sand deposits in the upper Renova Formation that are locally tilted,
folded and nearly overturned (Figure 39). A few of the unconsolidated channel
sand deposits are interbedded with quartzo-feldspathic sand in which individual
grains exhibit a manganese- and iron-oxide coating along trough cross-beds.
This coating is interpreted to reflect organic acids in groundwater that interacted
with oxidized surface water and dissolved naturally occurring Mn and Fe in the
bedrock. The Mn and Fe then precipitated as Mn-oxide and Fe-oxide on the
surfaces of sand grains in the permeable sand strata (Figure 39B).
Orientation of cross-bed truncation surfaces within these unconsolidated
Mn-oxide coated sand channels was used to determine stratigraphic “up”.
Stratigraphic “up” was found to point towards what is interpreted to be a ENE
dipping synthetic normal fault (Figure 39). The diagram in Figure 40 is a
schematic interpretation (after Davis and Reynolds, 1996) of relatively horizontal
ash beds in Tr that with closer proximity to the interpreted ENE dipping synthetic
listric normal fault, appear to “roll over” into the fault. These beds do not appear
to have responded to creep or slumping given that ash beds farther west of the
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interpreted normal fault exhibit dips of approximately 10°-15° to the WSW, as
shown in Figure 40.
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A

B

Figure 38, above: A) Normal fault dipping ENE and offsetting upper Renova ash beds in the
GCB; B) location of offset ash deposits in RCL map area.
Figure 39, below: Unconsolidated sand channels within consolidated ash deposits in the
upper Renova Fm in the GCB, viewing southeast. Orientation of truncation surfaces within
channel sands reveals that stratigraphic ‘up’ points towards the southwest (right side of
images). Beds dip steeply or ‘roll over’ as in (B) into what is interpreted as a northeast
dipping normal fault that is located to the right of the image (B) as in Figure 40.

B

A
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NE

SW

Detachment Sole Fault
Figure 40: Schematic sketch of synthetic listric normal faults that join sole fault at depth; not
to scale for the RCL map area (modified from Davis and Reynolds, 1996). Red star indicates
relative location of rollover strata seen in Figure 39B.

Farther east into the GCB, isolated sandstone and conglomerate channel
deposits dip west-northwest (see Figure 28B), which are interpreted to dip into
the same series of synthetic east dipping listric normal faults as seen in Figure
40. Lewis (1998) and Berg (2004) mapped another distinct normal fault in the
Conley’s Lake quadrangle, just beyond the eastern boundary of the RCL
quadrangle, in the DLB (Figure 3). This fault is also interpreted to reflect this
series of synthetic east-dipping normal faults.
The small region of Cretaceous Kootenai (Kk) and Colorado (Kc)
formations described herein crop out in the far southeast corner of the RCL map
area along Robinson Ridge (see Figures 18 and 19). The Kk outcrop is
composed of extremely brecciated limestone and mudstone which reflects
deformation along a fault zone. The Kc units lie directly above the Kk units in
topography and in stratigraphic sequence and do not exhibit severe deformation
as do outcrops of Kk. The outcrop is surrounded by what is interpreted as
Pleistocene glacial material that conceals any other correlative outcrops.
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Therefore, the orientation of the fault plane was not determined in the field. This
small region is interpreted to be a fenster, or window through the glacial deposits
and intact Kc into the underlying brecciated Kk units and based on evidence for
synthetic normal faulting in the area, this area is interpreted to have been
sheared along a synthetic normal fault.
The isolated bluff of Mississippian Madison formation (Mm) east of the
Flint Creek range front (Figure 41) is composed of combinations of extremely
brecciated and hydrothermally altered marble and limestone (Figure 42).
Cavities throughout the Mm bluff suggest modern karst developed and collapse
features within the breccia suggest possible paleo karst. This area is interpreted
as 1) a fenster through the Pleistocene glacial material into the highly brecciated
Mm bedrock, continuous with the range front outcrops to the west or 2) a large
slide block that maintained partial structural integrity but brecciated the unit
during transport. Evidence for multiple synthetic listric normal faults suggests the
possibility that this isolated outcrop may reside in the hanging wall of one of the
synthetic normal faults.
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A

C
Figure 41: A) View SW up Rock Creek Valley from the crest of a Qgp moraine, brecciated
bluff circled in red; B) brecciated Mm bluff viewing NW taken from FS Rd 168, east of Rock
Creek, note Qgb moraine above bluff; C) location of brecciated Mm bluff in RCL map area.

B
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A

B
Figure 42: A-E) Outcrops of brecciated
Mississippian Madison Fm slide block,
located east of range front; E) possible
collapse feature of paleo karst.

C

D
E
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Shear Stress Indicators
Areas of extensive brecciation exist along the contact between the Royal
Stock intrusion and adjacent rocks of the Mississippian Madison (Mm) Formation
and the Cambrian Hasmark Group, indicated by triangles on Plate 1. Brecciated
metasedimentary rocks are interpreted herein to reflect brittle deformation in the
hanging wall of a prominent detachment fault trending through the RCL map
area. Sigma clasts exhibited in mylonitic fabrics in the Royal Stock granodiorite
(see Figures 20 and 43) constitute additional evidence for ductile deformation in
the footwall of this detachment fault. The photo-micrograph in Figure 40A
exhibits shear bands, or C-surfaces, which are parallel to the shear zone and
cross-cut foliations, or S-surfaces, which exhibit distinct sigmoidal shape
between adjacent C-surfaces (Davis and Reynolds, 1996). Stretching lineations
in the mylonites are oriented at 105° and S-C fabrics in Figure 43A provide a
shear sense which is consistent with top-to-the-east movement along the
detachment fault.
The Mm Formation is recognized by its massive beds and isolated chert
nodules (Sloss and Hamblin, 1942). Chert boudins or “sausage” structures occur
locally in the Mm Formation close to the contact with the Royal Stock intrusion.
Vertical gash fractures are preserved in the chert nodules, and beyond either end
of the chert nodules the limestone is attenuated (Figure 43). Limestone is
mechanically softer than chert and is much more susceptible to deformation at
lower temperatures; therefore, it deforms in response to shear stress in a more
plastic manner (Davis and Reynolds, 1996). In contrast, chert deforms in a brittle
fashion due to its high structural integrity and internal microcrystalline structure
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(Davis and Reynolds, 1996). The difference in rheology between the two
materials is reflected in the boudins. The vertical gash fractures in the chert
nodules formed perpendicularly to shear stress (Davis and Reynolds, 1996);
therefore, the boudins are shear stress indicators in the Mm Formation (Figure
43). The boudins are evidence that the heat generated during movement along
the detachment in the northern Flint Creeks was sufficient to deform the overlying
metasedimentary rocks.
The orientation of the mylonitic fabrics in the footwall of the detachment
and the brittle and ductile deformation preserved in the boudins in the hanging
wall indicate an eastward directed shear stress that is consistent with top-to-theeast movement along the detachment fault.

A

B
C
S

C

C

Figure 43: A) Royal Stock granodiorite, sigma clasts of K-spar and plagioclase crystals
in thin section, sample CMF-109, shear bands (C-surfaces) and foliations (S-surfaces),
plain polarized light; B-C) Mm Formation with brittle gash fractures in chert nodules that
formed perpendicular to top-to-the-east shear stress indicated by boudins (evidence for
partially plastic deformation); outcrop located west of Doney Lake, viewing NNW.
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Sandstone Provenance
Table 1 displays ternary diagrams of framework-grain point-count results
of sandstones in the upper Renova Formation collected from the GCB in the RCL
map area. A 500 count per thin section was completed for grain sizes of
sandstone samples of very fine- to medium-sized sand and a 300 count per thin
section was completed for coarse-grained sandstone samples. In this study, the
traditional method of point counting was used to account for the abundance of
plutonic lithic fragments in each sample. Samples chosen for point counting
were taken from a variety of sandstone and conglomerate channel deposits
within the upper Renova Formation in the northeastern corner of the RCL map
area (see Figure 28B).
The plots in Table 1 were chosen to illustrate the abundance of sediment
derived from the Flint Creek plutons and adjacent metasedimentary rocks. Plot
‘A’ reveals an abundance of quartz and feldspars relative to lithics; plot ‘B’
reveals an abundance of both biotite and muscovite mica accessory minerals;
plots ‘C’ and ‘D’ reveal an abundance of plutonic and metamorphic lithics. These
provenance data reflect how the Flint Creek plutons and the metasedimentary
rocks adjacent to the plutons influenced syntectonic sedimentation within the
GCB.
See Appendix B for a detailed description of each thin section in the GCB
and see Appendix C for complete point count data for all 10 Trc thin sections
sampled in the GCB.
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TABLE 1: GCB = blue diamonds
A) QFL

C) Lithics 1

B) Muscovite
Biotite
Chert

D) Lithics 2
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Eocene Breccia
Located in the southeast corner of the RCL map area along the border
between the RCL quadrangle and the Conley’s Lake quadrangle to the east are
outcrops of angular gravel to cobble-sized clasts in nearly total clast support
(Figure 44); compositions of clasts are predominantly slate and sandstone. As
seen in Figure 44 the clasts are oriented and coarsen upward. Farther east
beyond Robinson Ridge are outcrops of a matrix-supported breccia (Figure 45,
A-C). Clasts are coarse sand- to cobble-sized and predominantly angular with
minor subrounded clasts; composition of clasts includes mudstone, sandstone,
conglomerate, slate, quartzite, and foliated metamorphic lithic fragments; matrix
is altered and iron-stained and composed of silt with few muscovite crystals,
calcite crystals present along veins and in between few clasts (Figure 45c). Both
of these outcrops are located along the western margin of the Deer Lodge basin
and may be directly related to syntectonic sedimentation. No similar breccias
were found farther north and west in the GCB or anywhere else in the RCL map
area.
Figure 44: Outcrop
of breccia located
east of Robinson
Ridge and the SE
corner of the RCL
map area, in
Conley’s Lake
quadrangle, along
the western margin
of the DLB; outcrop
consists of angular
gravel to cobblesized clasts
composed of
primarily siltstone
and sandstone, little
to no matrix present.
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The breccias observed along the Deer Lodge basin margin are very similar in
texture and composition to those described by O’Neill (2005) as the syntectonic
“Anaconda Conglomerate” (Figure 45d):
“The Anaconda Conglomerate is composed of coarse sedimentary breccia
to poorly sorted boulder-to-pebble, well rounded conglomerate interlayered
with lenses of sandstone and siltstone, and attains a maximum exposed
thickness of 650 feet. Pebbles, cobbles and boulders in the sedimentary
breccia are derived solely from the detached upper, unmetamorphosed plate
of the core complex. Fluvial and alluvial conglomeratic rocks were derived
mainly from the upper plate rocks but locally contain sparse metamorphosed
lower plate clasts.”
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A

B
Figure 45: A-B) Outcrops of
indurated breccia located east of
outcrops in Figure 42, along the
western margin of the DLB;
angular clasts in muddy matrix
support; clasts primarily composed
of siltstone, sandstone and lithic
fragments; C) photo-micrograph of
sample CMF-90, crossed polars,
iron-stained mudstone breccia;
D) outcrop of “earlier gravels”
noted first by Emmons and Calkins
(1913) – coin for scale, renamed
Anaconda Conglomerate (taken
from O’Neill, 2005). These
conglomerates are interpreted to
be the result of syntectonic
sedimentation on hanging wall
rocks of a detachment fault.

C
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Slope and Aspect Analyses of Quaternary Glacial Moraines
The geomorphic effects of Quaternary glaciation are addressed in this
study by delineating the types and ages of moraines present and characterizing
the units based on their spatial distribution, sedimentary descriptions, and crosscutting relationships. Miller (1979) inferred that moraines are altered by erosion,
and that measurement of crest width, boulder density on the moraine surface,
and distal slope angle are heavily age-dependent. Where possible, these
parameters were described during field observations along with composition
descriptions of glacial moraines, but because most moraines in the RCL map
area are heavily timbered, slope and aspect analyses of the DEM were
performed remotely.
The geomorphic effects of Quaternary glaciation in the northern Flint
Creek Range follow closely that of the present drainages. All of the deep valleys
and gorges which cut across the eastern range front formerly contained valley
glaciers (Mutch, 1961). In the RCL map area, these valleys include Pikes Peak
Creek, Dolus Lakes Valley, Rock Creek and Tin Cup Joe Creek (Figure 46 and
Plate 1). Similarities in superposition, cross-cutting relationships and
morphologic characteristics of individual moraines allowed inter-valley correlation
between the four main valleys, similar to what Elison (1981) reported in the Jocko
Valley.
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Figure 46:
Hillshade terrain
map of the
Northern Flint
Creek Range
glaciated valleys
within the RCL
map area, created
from USGS 10
meter digital
elevation model.

Pike’s Peak Creek Valley

Dolus Lakes Valley

Rock Creek Valley

Tin Cup Joe Creek Valley
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Slope and aspect analyses were used to provide relative chronologic
information among the Quaternary glacial deposits in the RCL map area. These
analyses focus on glacial units in order to determine the orientation of lateral
moraine crests, their degree of degradation using distal slope angles, and the
spatial distribution of glacial moraines and their boundaries. Slope analysis uses
the DEM to calculate the degree of slope between each pixel’s elevation data
and is the first stage in moraine boundary classification. The steepest slopes
Figure 47, shown in red, range from angles of 30° and greater and are located
along lateral moraines that are adjacent to the present day drainages. These
steep slopes are interpreted to have formed during the most recent glacial
advances. Two valuable analytical elements derived from the slope calculation
are 1) the relative widths of moraine crests and 2) how gradually the relative
distal slope angle changes from one side of the crest to the other. Initial
qualitative observations suggest subdivision of moraine crests into three
categories 1) wide, low distal slope angles and rounded crests, to 2) narrower,
slightly higher distal slope angles and slightly less-rounded crests, and 3) narrow,
high distal slope angles and sharp-crested moraines (Figure 47). This analysis
also reveals areas of hummocky topography, which are interpreted as terminal
moraine complexes containing kettle lake remnants, and smaller inset moraines
that are inferred to be recessional.
The aspect analysis uses the DEM to calculate the azimuth direction of
each slope face of the glacial units in the RCL map area (Figure 48). In the
southeast portion of the study area in Figure 48, the aspect changes repeatedly
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from northwest facing to southeast facing slope direction. These closely spaced,
direct changes in aspect reflect sharp-crested moraines, interpreted as deposits
of the Pinedale glaciation. More gradual transitions between aspects on one side
of the lateral moraines relative to the other are interpreted to reflect older, more
deteriorated moraines. Figure 49 uses both the slope and aspect analyses to
display the orientation of glacial moraine crests. Cross-cutting relationships
between glacial moraines indicate multiple generations of glacial avulsions during
separate episodes of advances.
Table 2 displays the preliminary qualitative descriptions between the three
types of moraines with their quantitative parameters derived from the slope and
aspect analyses. Note that the average crest width and average distal slope
angle represent the range of data for each moraine crest type.
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Hummocky
topography

Intermediate, slightly
less round-crested

Wide, roundcrested

Narrow, sharpcrested moraine
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Figure 47:
Slope analysis of RCL
glacial units created
from the 10 meter
resolution digital
elevation model;
analysis is draped
over the hillshade of
the RCL DEM,
displayed in ArcGIS
9.3.
High angle slopes
along lateral moraines
are interpreted to
represent younger
glacial units. More
gradual distal slope
angles along crests
are interpreted to
represent older
moraines; hummocky
topography represent
terminal moraine
complex.

Figure 48:
Azimuth aspect
analysis of RCL glacial
units created from the
10 meter resolution
Hummocky digital elevation model;
topography
analysis is draped over
the hillshade of the
RCL DEM, and
displayed in ArcGIS
9.3. Gradual transition
between aspects
represent older, less
developed crests,
distinct transitions in
aspects represent
younger, more
developed moraine
crests.

Moderate change
in aspect

Gradual
change in
aspect

Distinct
change in
aspect
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Terminal
moraine
complex

Recessional
moraines

Glacial avulsions
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Figure 49:
Delineation of
moraine crests using
slope and aspect
analyses, draped over
the hillshade of the
RCL DEM and
displayed in ArcGIS
9.3. Tightly spaced
recessional moraine
crests are evident in
most recent glacial
troughs along modern
drainages.
Orientation of moraine
crests indicate crosscutting relationships
between glacial
moraines, evidence
that multiple
generations of glacial
avulsions occurred
during separate
episodes of advances.

Table 2: Quaternary Glacial Moraine Descriptions in the RCL Quadrangle
Qualitative Parameters
Quantitative Parameters
Glacial
Unit

Moraine Description
wide, low distal slope angles
and rounded crests

Qgb

Qgp

narrower, slightly higher distal
slope angles and slightly less
rounded crests
narrow, high distal slope angle
and sharp-crested

Boulder frequency and
composition
low-moderate frequency,
commonly partially to fully
buried; primarily quartzite and
extremely weathered granitic
boulders, with friable surfaces
high frequency, fully exposed;
primarily granitic

Mean
Crest
Width
100m

Average
Distal
Slope Angle
10°

50m

20°

5m

30°+

Figure 50 displays the cross-cutting relationships between the Quaternary
glacial units determined by moraine crest orientations, crest widths and distal
slope angles gathered from the slope and aspect analyses. For each glacial
valley, the cross-cutting relationships between glacial units indicate that the
oldest glacial advances were oriented in a northerly direction and with each
subsequent advance the glaciers avulsed farther and farther east. The presentday orientation of moraine crests therefore form a fan-like pattern from north to
east from oldest to youngest glacial units.
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Figure 50:
Delineation of RCL
glacial units
determined by the
orientation of moraine
crests, crest widths
and distal slope
angles gathered from
the slope and aspect
analyses and draped
over the hillshade of
the RCL DEM,
displayed in ArcGIS
9.3.
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DISCUSSION
Regional and Local Structures
Much of the bedrock geology in the RCL map area is highly brecciated,
deformed, and thermally altered. This deformation primarily resulted from:
1) major regional east-west compression during the late Cretaceous of the Rocky
Mountain Fold and Thrust Belt, 2) transpressional and transtensional shearing
and rotation along the Lewis and Clark Lineament (LCL), 3) Cretaceous and
early Paleogene igneous stocks emplaced during formation of the northern Flint
Creek Range, and 4) ductile-brittle crustal extension in the early Eocene of the
AMCC.
Rocky Mountain Fold and Thrust Belt
The Paleozoic to Mesozoic age rocks in the RCL map area were initially
deformed by the east-west shortening in the Rocky Mountain Fold and Thrust
Belt. The Lewis–Eldorado–Hoadley (LEH), Sapphire, and Lombard thrust slabs
are allochthons that were displaced by thin-skinned thrusting during late
Cretaceous time (Figure 51). These slabs were displaced eastward while
rotating in a clockwise direction, starting at approximately 74 Ma, (Constenius,
1996; Sears, 2001; Sears and Hendrix, 2004). North of the LCL, the LEH rotated
about a pole near Helena, MT, while south of the LCL, the Sapphire and
Lombard slabs rotated about poles located farther south (Sears and Hendrix,
2004). Kinematic analysis suggests the Sapphire plate experienced sinistral
shear against the LEH plate (Griffin, 1989), producing left-lateral motion along
the LCL shear zone (Sears and Hendrix, 2004).
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Figure 51: A) Regional
structural geologic map
showing the relation of the
Gold Creek basin (red box) to
the Lewis and Clark
Lineament and the Rocky
Mountain Fold and Thrust
Belt.

L-E-H

100 km

Sapphire
Lombard

BD

LEGEND
BV = Bitterroot Valley
M = Missoula Valley
D = Deer Lodge Valley
MV = Mission Valley
BD = Bitterroot Detachment
AD = Anaconda Detachment
Thrust Slabs:
Sapphire, Lombard,
Lewis-Eldorado-Hoadley

AD

Thrust fault
Normal fault
Detachment fault
Anticline fold

A

B) Brecciated IPq quartzite on
Emery Ridge;
C) location of highly jointed
and brecciated outcrops in
northern Flint Creek Range in
red box.

B
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The northwest-trending Eastern Thrust Belt lies to the northeast of the study area
and the north-trending Libby thrust belt and folds of the Purcell Anticlinorium lie
to the northwest of the study area (see Figure 2). Price (1981) proposed the
folds of the Purcell Anticlinorium were carried piggy-back on the LEH thrust slab
(Sears, 1988; Sears et al., 1989) as late as the Paleocene. The timing of these
major compressional structures provides a framework for the initiation of
deformation in the RCL study area.
Lewis and Clark Lineament
The highly jointed and brecciated rocks that exist in the northeastern Flint
Creek Range (Figure 51) are interpreted to reflect major deformation that took
place along the LCL prior to the deposition of local sedimentary basins. The LCL
is a prominent fault zone that trends WNW-ESE and stretches over 800 km from
northwestern Washington southeast as far as Billings, in south-central Montana
(Foster et al., 2007a; Figure 51). The LCL is defined by a complex series of
strike-slip, oblique-slip, and dip-slip faults forming a crustal-scale shear zone
(e.g. Sears et al., 2000b; Foster et al., 2007a). Many workers have documented
multiple episodes of tectonic overprinting along the LCL. Lonn et al. (2007)
subdivided deformation along the LCL into two long-lasting periods of tectonism:
1) Late Cretaceous sinistral transpression, and 2) early Cenozoic dextral
transtension.
Sinistral transpression, dominated by north-northeast-directed shortening,
generated the earliest westerly-striking compressional features of the LCL, with
an inferred maximum age of 82 Ma (Sears, 1988; Sears et al., 1989; Sears et al.,
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2000b; Lonn et al., 2007). On a regional scale, Geraghty and Portner (2003) and
Sears and Hendrix (2004) suggested that the transpressive shear strain along
the lineament formed a flower structure with a topographic ridge exposed near
the northern Flint Creek Range that influenced sediment dispersion in the
surrounding foreland basin.
Following the sinistral transpressive events of the Late Cretaceous,
displacement along the LCL changed to dextral transtensional shear during early
Eocene time (~54-52 Ma) (Wallace et al., 1990; Doughty and Sheriff, 1992;
White, 1993; Yin et al., 1993; Foster and Flanning, 1997; Sears and Fritz, 1998;
Sears and Hendrix, 2004; Lonn et al., 2007). According to Constenius (1996), a
rapid drop in North America–Pacific plate convergence rate and/or steepening of
the subducted oceanic slab at ca. 50 Ma resulted in a large reduction in eastwest horizontal compressive stress in the Cordillera. Constenius (1996)
interpreted this reduction in compression caused the Cordilleran orogenic wedge
to become unsupported and consequently it relaxed and spread west horizontally
until a new equilibrium was established at ca. 20 Ma. Extensional structures
superimposed on the allochthonous thrust slabs ultimately reactivated many of
the compressional features of the Late Cretaceous (Lonn et al., 2007) and many
were rooted to the sole faults of preexisting thrust-fold structures (Constenius,
1996).
This transition from left-lateral transpressional strain to right-lateral
transtensional strain along the LCL marks the onset of uplift and exhumation of
regional metamorphic core complexes, voluminous volcanism, and delineation of
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Paleogene and Neogene depocenters, including the Flint Creek, Deer Lodge and
Gold Creek basins (Chadwick, 1985; Fields et al., 1985; Fritz and Harrison, 1985;
O’Neill and Pavlis, 1988; Sears, 2001; Foster, 2003; O’Neill et al., 2004; Portner,
2005).
Sedimentary and structural records of early Paleogene extension are
preserved in a series of intermontane half grabens that extend from southern
Canada to central Utah (Constenius, 1996; Sears et al., 2000b; Sears, 2003).
Constenius (1996) compiled dates of the youngest foreland-basin deposits in the
fold and thrust belt between latitudes 40°30’N and 49°N and found that the end of
contractile deformation occurred between 54 and 51 Ma, fitting reasonably well
with previously published dates of the onset of extension. About 20 km west of
the RCL study area in the Flint Creek basin (see Figure 3), Portner and Hendrix
(2005) demonstrated that Paleogene extension exploited older thrust faults and
resulted in extensive syntectonic sedimentation in that region. The highly
sheared bedrock in the northern portion of the RCL study area (see Figure 51)
combined with the sedimentary record preserved in the DLB and GCB reflect
deformation of the LCL in the northern Flint Creek Range.
Emplacement of Flint Creek Plutons
In addition to being highly brecciated and structurally deformed, the
bedrock in the RCL study has undergone extensive thermal alteration due to
igneous intrusions. The three Flint Creek plutons, Philipsburg, Royal Stock and
Mt. Powell (see Figure 53) were likely preferentially emplaced in front of the
Sapphire thrust slab along the Georgetown thrust fault ramp (Hyndman, 1980;
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Hyndman et al., 1982), which is similar to how the Pioneer batholith was
emplaced to the south (Kalakay et al., 2001). Hyndman et al. (1972) correlated
the Flint Creek magmatic episode with that of the Late Cretaceous Boulder
batholith to the east but the timing of emplacement between the three vary
slightly. Hyndman et al. (1972) dated the emplacement of the Philipsburg
intrusion at approximately 74 Ma using K-Ar. Baty (1976) used apatite fission
track, which measures a much lowering blocking temperature than K-Ar, and
dated the intrusions at approximately 65 Ma, consistent with the date determined
by Hyndman et al. (1972). Mutch (1960) noted that the contact between the
Royal Stock and Mount Powell batholith is sheared and altered on the Royal
Stock side and therefore proposed the Mount Powell intrusion to be younger.
The timing of emplacement of the plutons in front of the Sapphire thrust slab is
an important element in understanding the history of unroofing of the AMCC,
discussed in the next section, and therefore an important component in the
evolution of the GCB. Appendix E provides a summary of cooling ages of the
igneous intrusions in the Flint Creek Range.
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Anaconda Metamorphic Core Complex
According to Friedmann and Burbank (1995), detachment systems often
occur within crust which is relatively young, or has been tectonically active within
only a few tens of millions of years. The AMCC is one of the metamorphic core
complexes in the northern portion of the Sevier thrust belt, south of the LCL, east
of the Bitterroot metamorphic core complex, and west of the Boulder Batholith
(Kalakay et al., 2003; O’Neill et al., 2004; Foster et al., 2007a). Extension in the
metamorphic core complexes in western Montana and Idaho partly overlapped
with synextensional basin-fill sedimentation in the foreland (Constenius, 1996);
therefore, the evolution of the AMCC is a critical component in the sedimentary
evolution of the GCB.
The rocks located east of and adjacent to the Royal Stock are highly
thermally altered due to the intrusion and are highly brecciated in certain areas
(Figure 52B-C), indicated by triangles in Figure 52D. The brecciation is
interpreted as occurring during subsequent extension along the AMCC
detachment. Beneath the brecciated rocks, along the southeast contact of the
Royal Stock, is a zone of mylonitized granite (see Figure 20) with stretching
lineations oriented at 105°. According to Foster et al., (2007a), the AMCC is a
zone of ductile-brittle large-scale crustal extension and exhumation that was
kinematically linked to the commencement of dextral transtension along the LCL.
The orientation of the lineations observed in the RCL study area and other
lineations in core complexes south of the LCL coincide with the general trend of
the dextral transtensional LCL fault system (Foster, 2003).
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Metamorphic core complexes were first described by Davis and Coney
(1979) and Coney (1980) as being composed of an upper and lower plate
separated by a low angle detachment fault. The lower plate is characterized by
strongly metamorphosed and deformed rocks that grade upward into a tabular
zone of strongly foliated and lineated mylonitic rocks (O’Neill et al., 2004). The
mylonite zone is overlain by a strongly brecciated and broken unmetamorphosed
carapace of upper plate or hanging wall rocks. The highly brecciated rocks in
Figure 50 are interpreted as being upper plate rocks of the AMCC in the RCL
map area.
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A

D

B

C
Figure 52: A) View of upper
plate of AMCC detachment,
Mississippian Madison Fm;
B-C) cliffs primarily composed
of massive beds of brecciated
marble; D) location northeast of
Pike’s Peak and directly west of
Doney Lake, viewing northwest,
in red box.
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The mylonite zone that separates the lower and upper plate rocks in the study
area is approximately 3-5 meters wide at the southeast boundary of the Royal
Stock. This zone diminishes to less than 3 meters farther north around the
intrusion and exhibits few to no lineations or mylonitized granite farther northwest
along the Royal Stock contact south of Emery Ridge (Lonn, 2009, personal
communication).
The mylonite zone is well documented south of the RCL map area and
has been reported farther east into the DLB (McLeod, 1987). Mylonitized granite
was intersected at a depth of approximately 3.5 kilometers at the bottom of the
Amoco Jacobsen #1 well (location shown in Figure 53), corroborating a gentle
(10-30°) east dip of the detachment at depth (McLeod, 1987; Foster et al.,
2007a). Foster et al. (2007a) interpreted this down-dip projection of the
detachment to be aligned with shallow dipping seismic reflections at the base of
the Boulder batholith nearly 100km to the east (Vejmelek and Smithson, 1995).
The form and kinematic history of the northern extent of the AMCC
detachment surface has been the topic of some uncertainty. Unlike the mylonite
zone in the RCL study area, the zone is quite prominent farther south towards
the core of the AMCC. The detachment is characterized by 300-500 meter thick
greenschist facies mylonite (Grice et al., 2005; Foster et al., 2007a). Foster et al.
(2007a) noted that the strain is not evenly distributed throughout the entire zone.
The lack of mylonites farther north along the Royal Stock contact as
observed during this study indicates the detachment may not fully trend around
the northern extent of the Royal Stock as previously interpreted (e.g. O’Neill et
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al., 2004; Grice, 2006; Foster et al., 2007a), but rather the detachment acts as a
pivotal or scissor fault this far north in the complex. The previously published
schematic maps of the AMCC detachment (O’Neill et al., 2004; Grice, 2006;
Foster et al., 2007a) clearly delineated the mylonite zone as a corrugated surface
that is sinuous in plan view, with a wavelength of 5-10 km, and is interpreted to
wrap around the Mount Powell batholith and Royal Stock (Figure 53). Due to the
variability in strain distribution along the detachment and the lack of evidence for
a significant mylonite zone, it is clear that the complex diminishes farther north.
O’Neill et al. (2004) and Foster et al. (2007a) proposed that the AMCC
detachment rolls into a NW-striking steeply dipping zone in the LCL (see Figure
2). Although the northern Flint Creek Range lies at the intersection of large
regional structures such as the AMCC and the LCL, no evidence for such a
connection between the AMCC detachment and any specific fault in the LCL was
found in the RCL study area.
The east dipping synthetic normal faults observed in the RCL study area
cut upper plate rocks and tilt younger Paleogene paleo-channel deposits westnorthwest into the faults (see Figure 28B). These top-to-the-east faults observed
in the RCL map area are interpreted to join into the AMCC décollement at depth
as in the synthetic normal fault model cross-section published by O’Neill et al.
(2004) and Foster et al. (2007a) (Figure 54). Konizeski (1965) also found that
Paleogene strata south of the RCL mapping area were displaced by normal
faulting and now dip westward into the mountain front at angles ranging from a
few degrees to as much as 50 degrees.
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Figure 53: Schematic map showing trend of AMCC detachment (modified from Foster et al.,
2007a); RCL map area in red box.

Figure 54: Cross-section across Deer Lodge Valley (DLV) showing synthetic normal faults
joining at depth with the main detachment, interpreted to continue under Boulder Batholith
(modified from Foster et al., 2007a).
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Timing of Extension
The published average date of intrusion of the Royal Stock is 74 Ma, using
K-Ar, (Hyndman et al., 1972; see Appendix E) which is nearly 20 Ma older than
published dates of the onset of AMCC extension. Based on Grice’s recent study
(2006), the 40Ar/39Ar thermochronology and SHRIMP U-Pb zircon crystallization
(Foster et al., 2007a) indicate the onset of extension in the AMCC was ~53 Ma,
coincident with the onset of extension in the Bitterroot metamorphic core complex
to the west (Foster et al., 2001; Foster et al., 2007a; see Figure 2). Extension in
the AMCC continued until ~40-39 Ma based on the cooling ages of mica from
greenschist facies mylonites in the southern Flint Creeks (Grice, 2006). All the
samples that were dated for extension along the AMCC were taken from areas
south and southwest of the RCL quadrangle (Figure 55). The presence of a
narrow and poorly pronounced mylonite zone in the RCL map area suggests that
1) the published date for extension recorded farther south may represent
extension that lasted longer than that in the study area to the north and/or 2) the
northern Flint Creek Range is located in a shallower zone of the core complex.
Notably, boudins observed in the Mississippian Madison Fm upper plate rocks
(see Figure 43) are evidence for a high enough thermal gradient to have existed
during extension for ductile-brittle deformation to occur. The mylonites gathered
in this study exhibit “fresh” micas that if dated would provide a time constraint on
extension in the northern extent of the AMCC detachment.
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Figure 55: Previously dated samples, with average age in Ma, shown in green
(Hyndman et al., 1972; Marvin et al., 1989; Foster and Raza, 2002; Grice, 2006);
datable samples gathered in RCL map area (red box) in blue. Approximate location
of Flint Creek Plutons dashed: PB=Philipsburg Batholith; MPB=Mount Powell
Batholith; RS=Royal Stock. Hillshade created from USGS 30 meter Seamless Digital
Elevation Model.
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Formation of the Gold Creek Extensional Basin
It is inferred that the GCB is similar to a transtensional pull-apart basin
(Figure 56) but the influences of igneous intrusions and their subsequent
unroofing during Eocene extension to the south complicate the simple model.
These influences introduce normal faults to the south, creating a skewed
depression that resulted in the small intermontane GCB.

Figure 56: Sketches of
right lateral and normal
faults bounding the GCB,
not to scale.
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Sedimentation in the Gold Creek Basin
The gravel and sandstone provenance signals found in paleo-channel
deposits of the Flint Creek (Portner, 2005) and Gold Creek basins preserve a
record of the evolution of the AMCC. The framework grain composition of
sandstones observed in the upper Renova channels, Trc, in the GCB (Figure
57A) exhibits a high percentage of plutonic lithic fragments. Muscovite and
biotite grains, reaching up to 6.5 mm across (Mutch, 1960), are interpreted
primarily to have been derived from the Mount Powell batholith, which is located
in the footwall of the AMCC and is recognized by its 2-mica-bearing (muscovite
and biotite) granitic composition (Figure 57B). Portner (2005) found the arkosic
detritus in the Flint Creek basin (FCB) to be rich in 2-mica-bearing granitic rock
fragments as well (see Table 3, B).
Table 3 compares framework-grain point-count results, using the
traditional method, between sandstones in the upper Renova Formation collected
from the FCB (Portner, 2005) and the GCB. The ternary diagrams reveal that
sandstone compositions between the two basins are fairly similar, suggesting
that both basins had the same source. Plot ‘A’ reveals both basins share an
abundance of quartz and feldspar grains in relation to lithic fragments; plot ‘B’
reveals both basins share an abundance of biotite and muscovite micas; and
plots ‘C’ and ‘D’ reveal both basins share an abundance of plutonic and
metamorphic lithic fragments, with sediments from the GCB having a slightly
higher percentage of metamorphic lithics. See Appendix C for complete point
count data for all 10 Trc thin sections sampled in the GCB and 5 thin sections
sampled in the FCB (Portner, 2005).
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The dominance of quartz, feldspar, and plutonic lithics, in addition to the
abundance of both biotite and muscovite micas, indicate that many of the
sediments within both basins were derived from similar igneous sources, likely
the Flint Creek plutons. The abundance of metamorphic lithic fragments,
especially in the GCB, is interpreted to represent a provenance of
metasedimentary rocks in the upper plate of the AMCC and altered rocks
adjacent to the Flint Creek plutons. The synkinematic gravel and sandstone
provenance signals found in paleo-channel deposits of the FCB and GCB
preserve a record of the rapid exhumation of the AMCC evolution.
Portner (2005) was able to use paleocurrent evidence and sandstone
compositions to demonstrate that the FCB underwent at least two major
reversals in basin facing direction. Unfortunately, due to poor exposure in the
northern RCL map area it was not possible to test directly Portner’s flow reversal
idea in the GCB.
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Figure 57: A) Photomicrograph of
sample CMF-63,
crossed polars,
biotite and muscovite
in sandstone, Trc,
from a channel in the
northeastern corner
of the RCL map area
in the GCB; B)
photo-micrograph of
sample CMF-56,
crossed polars, 2mica granite, Tmpg,
from the
southwestern corner
of the RCL map
area.
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TABLE 3: GCB = blue diamonds; FCB = green squares
A) QFL

C) Lithics 1

B) Muscovite
Biotite
Chert

D) Lithics 2
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Depositional Environment of the Gold Creek Basin
The fossils observed in the upper Renova marginal GCB deposits include
primarily gastropods, ostracodes, and bivalves (see Figure 22), similar to those
observed in the Cabbage Patch beds in the DLB (Pierce and Rasmussen, 1992)
and the FCB (Portner, 2005).
The Cabbage Patch beds (e.g. Gwinn, 1960, 1961; Rasmussen, 1969,
1977, 1989; Portner, 2005) are a series of late Oligocene to early Miocene
tuffaceous strata in the intermontane basins west of the present Continental
Divide. Rasmussen (1969) assigned the Cabbage Patch beds to the upper
Renova Formation of the Bozeman Group. He correlated them based on
lithostratigraphy and biostratigraphy with the upper Renova Formation in
intermontane basins east of the Continental Divide (Kuenzi and Fields, 1971;
Fields et al., 1985). Pierce and Rasmussen (1992) reported an abundance of
many different fossils and microfossils in the Cabbage Patch beds, including
gastropods, ostracodes, diatoms and charophytes that were interpreted as being
typical of fine-grained fluviatile overbank and fresh water lacustrine settings.
Although most of the fossils observed in the GCB are broken and fragmented
(see Figure 22F) many also preserve complete shells (see Figure 22, A-E)
suggesting little post-mortem transport and a low energy depositional
environment.
Certain locations in the upper Renova deposits in the GCB exhibit
extremely fine ash beds that preserve wave ripples (see Figure 24A). These
sedimentary structures are interpreted to reflect a low energy depositional
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environment consistent with Pierce and Rasmussen’s (1992) interpretation of a
lacustrine basin origin.
Based on a study of silicified vascular plant material and porcellanite in the
Avon Valley, northeast of the Garnet Range and the RCL map area, Ripley
(1987) concluded that silica can precipitate from solution at the boundary
between fresh and alkaline water in marginal lake environments of the upper
Renova Formation. Portner (2005) observed silicified wood that laterally
correlated with fossiliferous mudstone beds in the FCB. Those beds were
interpreted as forming along lake margins in a palustrine environment similar to
that described by Ripley (1987). Similar silicified wood fragments (see Figure 29,
B-C) that laterally correlate with fossiliferous ash beds in the upper Renova
Formation of the GCB, as well as locally-restricted organic rich coalified
mudstone (see Figure 24, C-E) both also are consistent with a marginal lake
environment at the time of deposition.
Root casts (see Figure 23A) and fossilized plant fragments (see Figure 23,
B-E) observed in fine-laminated ash deposits in the upper Renova Formation in
the GCB indicate a paludal or basin-marginal environment. This interpretation is
consistent with Pierce and Rasmussen’s (1992) interpretation of leaves, wood
and plant fragments observed in the Cabbage Patch strata as being common for
paludal depositional environments.
Cross-beds preserved in laterally discontinuous unconsolidated sand
channels in the upper Renova ash beds (see Figures 25 and 26) and isolated
outcrops of consolidated sandstone and conglomerate deposits (see Figures 28-
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30) that exhibit cross-beds, graded bedding, and silicified plant debris all suggest
a fluviatile drainage network during deposition. This interpretation is consistent
with McLeod (1987), Rasmussen (1977), and Monroe (1981), who all observed
similar deposits in the DLB, FCB, and the Ruby basin in southwest Montana,
respectively.
Fields et al. (1985) noted that lacustrine deposition in the Upper Eocene
and Lower Oligocene Renova Formation extended beyond the limits of the
present intermontane basins. The basins were at one time more widely
distributed within a single large depositional area, of which the FCB, DLB and
GCB are structural and erosional remnants (Pierce and Rasmussen, 1992).
The Cabbage Patch strata in the FCB and DLB are tilted, folded, faulted,
deeply eroded (McLeod, 1987; Rasmussen, 1989; Portner, 2005) and on-lap
Pre-Cambrian to Mesozoic strata, as well as erosional remnants of older
Paleogene sediments (Pierce and Rasumssen, 1992). Fields et al. (1985, p. 35)
noted that the Cabbage Patch strata likely exist in the deep subsurface of the
central Deer Lodge basin where up to 3.5km sequences of Paleogene and
Neogene strata have been penetrated by exploratory boreholes (McLeod, 1987).
Paleoclimate
J.T. Pardee (1951) recognized that during the Oligocene and Miocene,
drainage became sluggish or ponded in areas corresponding to the present day
Deer Lodge and Gold Creek basins. These areas became depressed and
accumulated sediments which formed what Pardee (1951) referred to as the
Tertiary “lake beds”.
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In part using Schumm’s (1968) speculation concerning paleohydrologic
controls on sedimentation, Thompson et al. (1982) outlined Paleogene and
Neogene climatic variations in the northern Rockies. Both studies provided the
base for interpretation of climatic fluctuations during Cenozoic time. Schumm
(1968) explained that in areas where arid or semiarid climate dominates,
through-flowing drainages that evacuate sediment from the basins fail to function
efficiently due to low rainfall and high evaporative rates, and basin filling occurs.
According to Thompson et al. (1982), this basin-fill deposition characteristically
occurs in mountainous deserts where sediment production overwhelms the
carrying capacity of the drainage. Thompson et al. (1982) also determined that
smectitic clays of the Renova Formation suggest the climate was arid during the
time of Renova deposition. McLeod (1987) determined that the precipitation
level in the late Early Miocene rose high enough to dissect the DLB but not high
enough to create kaolinitic horizons. Rather, according to McLeod (1987) the
presence of kaolinitic clay in the DLB was likely diagenetically formed by waters
that migrated though porous or fractured zones. Therefore, using paleobotany
and clay analyses, McLeod (1987) inferred the DLB experienced an arid to
semiarid climate during the Middle Paleogene to early Miocene. Portner (2005)
conducted similar analyses and corroborated that climatic interpretation in the
FCB. As the GCB lies between the DLB and the FCB, it is presumed that these
climatic interpretations are consistent across the region.
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Mid-Miocene Unconformity
During the mid-Miocene, an unconformity developed in many basins
across southwestern Montana. Using vertebrate fossil remains, the duration of
the unconformity has been documented as lasting approximately 1 million years
(e.g., Robinson, 1960; Monroe, 1981; Fields et al., 1985; McLeod, 1987). The
cause of this unconformity is still uncertain. Some authors argue a pronounced
shift in climate and/or sea level change caused the regional unconformity (e.g.
Hanneman, 1989; Hanneman and Wideman, 1991) while others argue that it was
produced by a major tectonic reorganization associated with the evolving
Yellowstone hot spot (e.g. Fields et al., 1985; Fritz and Sears, 1993; Fritz et al,
2007). Rasmussen (1973) first documented that middle- to late-Miocene strata
unconformably on-lap the Cabbage Patch beds in parts of the Blackfoot, Deer
Lodge, and Divide basins. Portner (2005) reported that a significant, locally
angular unconformity of mid-Miocene age exists in the FCB between the
Cabbage Patch beds and the overlying late Miocene Flint Creek and Barnes
Creek beds, where the Eocene to early Miocene upper Renova Formation is
unconformably overlain by the middle- to late-Miocene Sixmile Creek Formation.
The remnant Sixmile Creek gravels, Barstovian in age (Rasmussen,
1973), that are preserved atop terraces in the GCB lie unconformably over the
upper Renova Cabbage Patch beds, Arikareean in age (Rasmussen, 1989).
This angular unconformity has been documented in both the Flint Creek (Portner,
2005) and Deer Lodge basins (McLeod, 1987) and exists also in the GCB.
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Quaternary Glaciations
Within the northern Rocky Mountains, multiple Pleistocene glacial
advances occurred that were likely coeval with major phases of continental
glaciation documented from studies of the mid-continent (e.g. Moss, 1951;
Richmond, 1960 and 1965; Benedict, 1970; Pierce et al., 1976; Knoll, 1977;
Miller, 1979; Chadwick et al., 1997; Pierce, 2003; Licciardi and Pierce, 2008).
Blackwelder (1915) first described glaciations in the Teton Range and Wind River
Mountains of central western Wyoming that included the Bull Lake and Pinedale
glaciations and Alden (1953) first described the physiography and glacial geology
of western Montana and adjacent areas.
In 1965, Bull Lake moraines were widely considered to be early Wisconsin
in age, ~55,000-70,000 years old (Richmond, 1965), but more recent work on
obsidian hydration dating (e.g. Pierce et al., 1976) and cosmogenic exposure
ages (e.g. Phillips et al., 1997) reveals that boulders from Bull Lake moraines are
considerably older (Pierce, 2003). Licciardi and Pierce (2008) used cosmogenic
10

Be surface exposure ages to establish a high resolution chronology of the

greater Yellowstone-Teton glacial system that concluded Bull Lake moraines
yield a mean age of ~136,000 years old, Illinoian in age, with oldest moraines
ranging 157,000 - 151,000 year old. Likewise, their similar studies reveal that the
Pinedale glaciation, previously documented as ranging from 19,000-21,000 years
old, is more accurately dated at ~18,000 - 16,000 years old at the oldest and
possibly even as young as 14,600 years old.
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Knoll (1977) found evidence of the Bull Lake and Pinedale glaciations in
moraines along the East-Central Lemhi Range in Idaho. Elison (1981) and
Hofmann and Hendrix (2004) found similar evidence south of the Mission Range
in the Jocko Valley and along the range front of the Mission Mountains,
respectively.
The Flint Creek Range rises to approximately 3050 meters (10,006 feet)
and is located south-southeast of the Mission Range, approx. 2320 meters (7612
feet) and north-northeast of the Lemhi Range, approx. 3170m (10,400 feet). The
Flint Creek Range also records evidence of multiple glaciations in the moraines
located on its northeastern flanks. These moraines extend into the GCB and
mantle the bedrock and range front structures in many locations in the RCL map
area (Plate 1).
Richmond (1965) noted Bull Lake moraines were bulky with smooth
slopes and exhibited fewer surface boulders than Pinedale moraines. Knoll
(1977) and Elison (1981) documented Bull Lake moraines as rounded and poorly
defined moraine crests. Bull Lake moraines were commonly subdivided into
early and late stades, or minor advances, during which two distinct sets of
moraines were formed. In contrast, Pinedale moraines were described as steep,
irregular, and studded with numerous relatively unweathered boulders
(Richmond, 1965). Knoll (1977) and Elison (1981) documented sharp-crested
moraines as being typical for the latest moraines of the Pinedale glaciation as
well. Pinedale moraines were commonly subdivided into early, middle, and late
stades (Richmond, 1965). Moraines of the early and middle stade were
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distinguished at and near the terminus; whereas the late stade moraines were
25–75% farther up valley from the terminal moraines to the valley heads (Pierce,
2003). Hofmann and Hendrix (2004) observed both these types of moraines at
the base of the Mission Range and mapped multiple generations of cross-cutting
moraines in the northeastern Mission Valley.
In the RCL study area, Mutch (1960) interpreted that three glacial
advances marked by distinct glacial drift can be differentiated by boulder content,
degree of weathering, and relation to present topography. In this study, the older
less pronounced deposits were interpreted as reflecting the Bull Lake glaciation
and the well pronounced deposits were interpreted as reflecting the younger
Pinedale glaciation. The parameters used to differentiate between glacial
moraines (see Table 2) were determined from field evidence and the slope and
aspect analyses. A distinct difference in surface degradation of till exists
between the Bull Lake moraines (Qgb) and Pinedale moraines (Qgp). See
Appendix E for various authors’ detailed qualitative and quantitative descriptions
of Bull Lake and Pinedale moraines.
The Sixmile Creek gravels that cap terraces along the margins of the GCB
and DLB are dissected by Pleistocene erosion much like in the Bitterroot Valley
(Lonn and Sears, 1998). The degree of degradation between the Sixmile Creek
debris flows and what are interpreted as Bull Lake glacial deposits are very
similar and difficult to differentiate. The Bull Lake glacial deposits interpreted
herein may be recycled Sixmile Creek Formation and therefore require further
study.
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FUTURE WORK
AMCC Detachment
The mylonite zone along the AMCC
detachment narrows significantly farther north in

muscovite
xtls

the northern Flint Creek Range. Fresh muscovite
mica exists in the mylonitic granodiorite samples
collected during this study (Figure 58) that if

quartz xtl

dated, could provide insight into the timing of
unroofing of the AMCC in the northernmost
reaches of the detachment.

Figure 58: Photo-micrograph of sample
CMF-109, crossed polars, fresh datable
muscovite present on quartz crystal in
mylonite granodiorite collected from
narrow mylonite zone along the SE
contact of the Royal Stock intrusion.

Mid-Miocene Unconformity
The majority of the GCB lies within the Griffin Creek quadrangle, located
directly north of the RCL (Brooks, 2002). A thorough basin analysis has not yet
been conducted in the greater GCB. Measuring occurrences and thicknesses of
basin fill material, reconstructing the paleo-environments, and conducting
lithostratigraphic and biostratigraphic correlations to adjacent and surrounding
basins may further characterize the Mid-Miocene angular unconformity and yield
further insight into its regional expression and, therefore, its possible causes.
Bull Lake Glaciation
In this study, the glacial deposits interpreted as reflecting the Bull Lake
glaciation do not extend as far into the valley as Bull Lake deposits documented
in other regional studies (e.g. Knoll, 1977; Elison, 1981; Hofmann and Hendrix,
2004). The deposits lie at the same elevation as Sixmile Creek debris flows and
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exhibit similar morphologies. Further clarification between the units is needed to
differentiate between the 6 million year old Sixmile Creek deposits and the
~150,000 year old Bull Lake deposits.
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CONCLUSIONS
1) The GCB lies at the intersection of relaxed Cretaceous thrust faults
from the regional compression of the Rocky Mountain Fold and Thrust Belt,
extension from the AMCC, and dextral transtension along the LCL. All of these
structural features influenced the development of a topographic depression that
resulted in the formation of this small intermontane basin. The GCB is similar in
some ways to a transtensional pull-apart basin but the influences of igneous
intrusions and their subsequent unroofing during Eocene extension to the south
complicate the simple model.
2) Compositional analyses of sandstones and conglomerates from within
the GCB reveal the presence of granitic and metamorphic rock fragments that
were likely derived from the Flint Creek plutons and the erosional unroofing of the
AMCC. This provenance study indicates that the initial opening of the GCB was
contemporaneous with the unroofing of the AMCC.
3) This study revealed the presence of gneissic mylonitic granodiorite
along the southeastern contact of the Royal Stock intrusion, evidence for the
AMCC detachment trending through the center of the RCL map area. The
northern trend of the AMCC detachment appears to diminish to the north. The
prominent normal fault along the northeastern Flint Creek Range front,
juxtaposing Paleogene and Paleozoic strata, is interpreted as being one of the
synthetic normal faults in the hanging wall of the AMCC and likely joins the main
detachment at depth in the Deer Lodge basin.
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4) Paleoclimate interpretations for the upper Renova Formation in
Oligocene time reveal the GCB, FCB and DLB all experienced an arid to semiarid climate during the time of deposition. The depositional environments in the
GCB were primarily lacustrine, fluviatile and palustrine during a tectonically
tranquil period, similar to that in the DLB and FCB. Results of compositional
analyses of sandstones in the GCB and FCB suggest that the provenance for
each basin was very similar. Similarities between the DLB, FCB and GCB in
lithology, paleontology and paleoclimate interpretations indicate the upper
Renova Formation (Tr) observed in the GCB is equivalent to the locally
widespread Cabbage Patch beds. This implies that the GCB is an erosional
remnant of a larger continuous basin that likely connected the three basins.
5) The Quaternary glacial deposits that mantle the flanks of the
northeastern Flint Creek Range are characterized by map relations, sedimentary
compositions and textures, and slope and aspect analyses. These analyses
delineate the orientation and extent of multiple generations of Pleistocene
glaciations in the RCL study area. The early stade of the Bull Lake glaciation is
characterized by wide, rounded crests (mean width 100m) and low distal slope
angles (average 10°), with little exposure of boulders at the surface. The late
stade of the Bull Lake glaciation is characterized by narrower, slightly less
rounded crests (mean width 50m) and slightly higher distal slope angles (average
20°). The Pinedale glaciation is characterized by narrow, sharp crest (mean
width 5m) and high distal slope angle (average 30°).
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APPENDIX A
THIN SECTION DESCRIPTIONS
Sample ID
CMF-106b_Tr

GPS

Description

238

glass shards in ash; highly/extremely porous; shallow water root/plant debris

CMF-107_Tr

18

volcanic glass shards (ash), extremely fine; ~5% black spots (organics?), minor fine
monocrystalline quartz crystals

CMF-70_Tr

250

fossilized plant fragments from upper Renova Formation; cell wall structure visible on
longitudinal view

RCQ-14-08-b_Tr

35

organic rich ash; volcanic glass shards; root casts in ash in dark brown spots (?); dark
blotches are porous root casts most likely

222

poorly sorted; 5-10% open pore space; angular to subrounded, but primarily angular;
matrix supported; composition: monocrystalline quartz, plagioclase, muscovite, foliated
metamorphic rock fragments, biotite, appears to be one generation of isopachous cement
around most grains, polycrystalline granitic rock fragments, k-spar, quartzite fragments

301

grain mount: granitic rock fragments, quartzite fragments, plutonic monocrystalline quartz
(with bubble trains), biotite, polycrystalline quartz, foliated metamorphic rock fragments;
plagioclase, k-spar?; poorly sorted; volcanics had been stripped off from above already
(i.e. basalts) and revealed metamorphic unroofing; ash=air fall; more metamorphics than
usual in these channel deposits

228

poorly sorted; angular to rounded clasts; matrix supported; isopachous cement around
grains; <1% open pore space; composition: metamorphic foliated rock fragments, granitic
rock fragments, siltstone fragments, monocrystalline quartz with bubble trains, k-spar,
plagioclase, biotite, muscovite, chalcedony infilling between isopachous cement,
polycrystalline quartz, quartzite fragments; Lm = lithic metamorphic fragments of Pq;
again, more metamorphic fragments than usual in these channel deposits

CMF-63_Trc

CMF-80b_Trc

CMF-67_Trc

CMF-69_Trc

243

CMF-104a_Trc

275

CMF-104b_Trc

275

grain mount: metamorphic rock fragments, granitic rock fragments, monocrystalline quartz,
plagioclase, volcanic glass (ash), quartzite fragments, biotite (may not be fresh enough for
dating purposes), cryptocrystalline quartz, muscovite; poorly sorted; k-spar, dark minerals
of high relief (dark brown/amber); too weathered?
sandstone; ~10% open pore space; clasts are mostly angular and some subrounded;
poorly sorted; many crystals have experience dissolution (crinkles); plagioclase, k-spar,
chert, monocrystalline and polycrystalline quartz, biotite, muscovite, hornblende;
sedimentary, metamorphic, quartzite, volcanic and granitic rock fragments; possible
weathered mud lens
sandstone: ~5% open pore space; clasts are mostly angular and some subrounded;
plagioclase, k-spar, chert, monocrystalline and polycrystalline quartz, biotite, muscovite,
hornblende; sedimentary, metamorphic, quartzite, volcanic and granitic rock fragments; no
isopachous cement or lining on clasts; appears to be more clay matrix possibly from
presence of volcanic lithics

270

sandstone: ~20% open pore space; fairly well sorted; angular clasts; fine to medium sand;
plagioclase, k-spar, chert, monocrystalline and polycrystalline quartz, biotite, muscovite,
hornblende; sedimentary, metamorphic, quartzite and granitic rock fragments

270

sandstone: ~1-5% open pore space; rounded to angular clasts; rounded clasts
experienced multiple cycles of reworking; isopachous silica cement surrounding grains;
plagioclase, k-spar, chert, monocrystalline and polycrystalline quartz, biotite, muscovite,
hornblende; sedimentary, metamorphic, quartzite, volcanic and granitic rock fragments;
plagioclase experienced dissolution and beginning to form clay (smectite, kaolinite);
strained k-spar may be partially dissolved; many crystals look "rolled in mud"

269

sandstone: <1% open pore space; angular to subrounded; matrix supported; isopachous
cement pore infilling; composition: monocrystalline quartz, polycrystalline quartz, vein
quartz?, k-spar, plagioclase, hornblende, biotite all from unroofing granite; fan-like
chalcedony cement in few pores, muscovite, metamorphic rock fragments (schist), granitic
rock fragments, quartzite rock fragments

CMF-75b_Trc

CMF-75c_Trc

CMF-74_Trc
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Sample ID

GPS

Description continued

RCQ-14-08c_Trc

35

rounded to subangular clasts; metamorphic foliated rock fragments; possibly volcanic rock
fragments (jack straw crystal orientation); quartzite fragments; siltstone/fine sandstone
fragments; presence of monocrystalline and polycrystalline and microcrystalline quartz
crystals, plagioclase (albite twinning), micas (primarily muscovite); matrix supported

CMF-56_Tmpg

195

granite: polycrystalline quartz, plagioclase, muscovite, biotite, microcline (grid twinning),
inclusions, strained quartz, not very clean crystals, intergrown crystals

CMF-44_Kmrg

146

granite: k-spar, biotite, hornblende, strained polycrystalline quartz, zoned plagioclase,
muscovite is altered, many inclusions, "dirty" crystals due to weathering, difficult to get
fresh face in this unit, intergrown, mostly plagioclase and quartz; small percentage of black
isotropic accessory minerals; this is source of biotite for sediments in GCB

CMF-108_Kmrg

3440

granite: mylonite fabric throughout; strained polycrystalline quartz, zoned plagioclase, Kspar, biotite; quartz and biotite form sigmoidal trajectories around feldspar crystals

CMF-109_Kmrg

3440

granite: mylonite fabric throughout; strained polycrystalline quartz, zoned plagioclase, Kspar, biotite; quartz and biotite form sigmoidal trajectories around feldspar crystals; fresh
muscovite crystals in quartz and K-spar crystals are likely datable

CMF-110_Kmrg

3430

CMF-54_Dike

186

granite: mylonite fabric throughout; strained polycrystalline quartz, zoned plagioclase, Kspar, biotite; quartz and biotite form sigmoidal trajectories around feldspar crystals
polycrystalline quartz, hornblende (green/brown pleochroic), coarse plagioclase (albite
twinning), fine crystals intergrown; strained; possible microcline (grid twinning); abundance
of green minerals and amber minerals in plain light (possible chlorite?); altered diabase
dike

CMF-102_Kc

399

CMF-93_Kc

367

subangular to subrounded; grain supported; chert (micro/cryptocrystalline quartz),
monocrystalline and polycrystalline quartz grains; presence of carbonate with twinning
looks to be replacing some siliciclastic grains; plagioclase (dusty, may have experienced
dissolution); volcanic lithics (jack straw pattern) - provenance?; metamorphic foliated rock
fragments; possibly Tertiary due to volcanics; lithic rich; well indurated, veins throughout,
compaction and pseudomatrix throughout; reveals unroofing of cover sequence (younger
volcanics); lowest unit in headwall;
sandstone: chert-rich, polycrystalline and monocrystalline quartz, plagioclase, many grain
boundaries are not sharp and unclear/non-distinct; muscovite; presence of black/dark
amber/isotropic mineral or pore infilling = iron oxide; some quartz grains have inclusions;
possible "pastel" carbonate cement?; typical chert-rich Cretaceous salt and pepper
sandstone, lithic rich

369

conglomerate: quartzite fragments, chert, sandstone fragments (rounded grains);
presence of black/dark red isotropic mineral or pore filling; pastel carbonate overtaking
chert fragments; muscovite (minor amounts); secondary pore spaces in chert fragments;
likely upper flood unit in Kc

CMF-95_Kc

370

subangular to rounded; chert, monocrystalline and polycrystalline quartz, plagioclase,
carbonate cement?, metamorphic/schist fragments; grain boundaries not all sharp;
carbonate taking over some grains; quartz grains have inclusions and bubble trains

CMF-91a_Kk

361

marble; fizzes vivaciously with HCl; highly altered/metamorphosed; calcite recrystallized;
gorgeous grid twinning; silt to medium sand sized crystals

CMF-91c_Kk

361

breccia; fizzes with HCl; calcite (recrystallized?); possibly remnant/ghost gastropods in old
KK1 gastropod limestone; highly altered/metamorphosed; red opaque mineral, blocky
edges, infills cracks (garnet?); calcite veins throughout sample

CMF-90_Kk

357

mudstone breccia; silt-sized crystals in gravel sized clasts; clasts are foliated; muscovite
present; altered and iron-stained; calcite crystals along veins and in between clasts

383

slate: muscovite (foliated); monocrystalline quartz; areas of black (opaque) minerals;
larger white "spots" composed of more higher birefringence colors: muscovite or possible
carbonate (test hand sample); retort shale, Meade Peak Member, organic rich silts with
quartz

CMF-94_Kc

CMF_99_Pp
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Sample ID

GPS

Description continued

CMF-82b_Pp

312

CMF-08_Pp

16

slate/argillite; extremely fine-laminated bedding; alternating light and dark bedding;
presence of high order birefringence crystals; foliated metamorphic rock; fizzed with HCl in
hand sample; calcite crystals look highly altered through dissolution (?); lenses contain silt
sized grains
schist; foliated metamorphic rock; presence of muscovite (biotite?) and other amber
foliated minerals in plain light; nodules of silt "balls"; monocrystalline quartz and accessory
black specks all over (possibly garnet?)

375

argillite; fizzes with HCl in hand sample; calcite, monocrystalline quartz, muscovite, bladed
crystals of high order interference colors (calcite?); faint remnant of micro laminations;
foliated metamorphic rock

4

quartzite: 99% quartz, sutured, polycrystalline, very small percentage (<1%) or red equant
looking mineral (possibly garnet accessory) between a few quartz crystals; <1% of
microcrystalline quartz between crystals

392

red iron stained breccia; quartzite fragments composed of nearly micro/cryptocrystalline
quartz (sedimentary chert with outsized silt grains within); minor presence of muscovite
mica; foliated metamorphic fragments; highly sheared; presence of "mega" quartz
between quartzite fragments; 2 generations of isopachous cement, iron oxide and quartz
pore fillings

155

background limestone with possible dolomite rhombs; marble breccia; carbonate, highly
altered; dissolution fabric exhibits open framework pores/vugs; carbonate twinning; looks
to have recrystallization consistent with degree of metamorphism

CMF-96_Pp

RCQ-035_IPq

CMF101_IPq_Breccia

CMF-103_Mm

CMF-43_Mm

143

CMF-32_Єsh

105

presence of quartz between crystals; ablate amphibole; gorgeous carbonate twinning;
looks to have micas too (muscovite - check hand sample); recrystallized; synkinematic
(process occurs during tectonic event); high birefringent anomalous blue color = zoisite,
forms during epidote formation (?)
slate(?); did not fizz in hand sample; extremely fine micro-laminations; alternating layers of
fine sand of monocrystalline and polycrystalline quartz and silt; biotite and muscovite;
hornblende (?); foliated metamorphic rock

CMF-31_Єh

102

carbonate (dolomite?); few faint rhombs visible; garnet present; sugary texture

CMF-30b_Єh

101

recrystallized marble/carbonate; few mono- and poly-crystalline quartz crystals

101

highly altered carbonate; presence of quartz in between some carbonate crystals, irregular
contacts; presence of fibrous, high birefringence minerals (muscovite? but too fibrous);
many crystals appear to have been recrystallized or experienced dissolution; very
dusty/dirty carbonate; garnets present that may have replaced some carbonates;
recrystallized marble/carbonate

CMF-29_Єh

100

argillite; fizzes with HCl in hand sample; calcite crystals; pyrite crystals; highly altered and
metamorphosed; muscovite; micro-lamina and remnant bedding; bladed high order
interference color crystals; extremely fine grained (slate?); foliated metamorphic rock

CMF-33_Єf

107

quartzite: polycrystalline quartz; red opaque mineral is likely rutile; high order bladed
crystals along veins (looks like muscovite but bladed)

CMF-30a_Єh

CMF-49a_Yp

173

CMF-26b_Yr

95

CMF-38_Yr

121

CMF-58_Yr

200

classic calc-silicate; extremely high interference colors throughout sample may be
tremolite; crystals look to have flowed when hydrothermally altered; discrete "clumps" of
twinned calcite/carbonate minerals separate from silicate minerals; polycrystalline quartz
and plagioclase present but altered, muscovite present; quartz looks full of inclusions; kspar; zoisite - mid grade metamorphic mineral - blue diamond shaped crystals; classic
mid-temperature; not a total recrystallization of lower temperature amphibolites since
epoxy got through
extremely high birefringence; rock looks phyllitic; presence of polycrystalline "sutured"
quartz with chlorite subaligned; highly altered; located directly adjacent to granitic
intrusion; k-spar looks to be partially replaced; k-spar present due to intrusive granite
through structurally controlled veins(?)
k-spar and quartz-rich; quartzite: polycrystalline quartz and muscovite, as opposed to
chlorite, is developing around k-spar crystals from later development; strained quartz
classic green schist; fine sand-sized quartz grains with aligned chlorite crystals; quartz
crystals look "sutured"; rock recrystallized when was deformed; blocky/high relief mineral
cross-cuts foliation from later development; quartz and plagioclase look to have replaced
porphyroblast but with no relic of past identification
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APPENDIX B
POINT COUNT DATA from the GOLD CREEK and FLINT CREEK BASINS
(FCB thin sections from Portner, 2005)

Sandstone Point Counts
Operator: CMF
4-step

Sample Number

Waypoint

Count

Qm

Qp

cht

P

K

matr

bt

ms

Lv

Ls

Lm

Lplut

hb

other
dense

cement
+ por
251

CMF-67_Trc

GCB: 228

500

128

86

2

11

15

100

16

9

0

48

22

43

0

20

CMF-69-Trc

GCB: 243

grain-mount: 500

138

113

3

24

23

0

49

9

20

6

13

100

0

2

0

RCQ-14-08_c_Trc

GCB: 035

coarse grained: 300

1

1

2

0

0

83

0

0

29

120

58

6

0

0

0

CMF-74_Trc

GCB: 269

500

120

48

3

34

24

43

52

11

1

35

39

76

3

11

132

CMF-80b_Trc

GCB: 301

grain-mount: 500

70

71

3

15

55

0

85

17

10

1

22

150

0

2

0

CMF-63_Trc

GCB: 222

500

132

33

2

33

18

0

73

75

1

3

64

65

0

1

203
201

CMF-75c_Trc

GCB: 270

500

113

56

12

27

52

12

34

9

4

24

71

69

15

2

CMF-75b_Trc

GCB: 270

500

161

22

4

40

59

10

73

27

6

7

51

36

3

1

4

CMF-104a_Trc

GCB: 275

500

97

56

18

42

35

38

21

17

3

23

68

67

11

4

148

CMF-104b_Trc

GCB: 275

500

99

38

14

39

16

58

60

21

39

38

35

38

4

1

32

RAP-II 53.1

FCB

500

113

60

17

57

21

0

83

19

7

5

32

60

24

1

47
292

RAP-III-77.1

FCB

500

142

95

1

52

37

0

50

3

10

18

23

60

6

5

RAP-II-51.1b

FCB

500

212

32

32

37

8

0

34

35

26

13

20

30

10

11

197

RAP-III-27.1a

FCB

500

101

76

13

48

38

3

24

11

29

17

55

80

5

4

320

RAP-III-27.2a

FCB

500

134

84

18

44

18

0

29

16

33

27

37

56

4

0

357

120

Appendix C continued
Sandstone Point Count Modal Percentages
Sample Number

Qt

Ft

Lt

CMF-67_Trc

214

26

115

bt
16

ms
9

cht
2

Lv
0

Lm
22

Lplut
43

Ls
48

Lm
22

Lplut
43

%

60

7

32

59

33

7

0

34

66

42

19

38

CMF-69-Trc

251

47

142

49

9

3

20

13

100

6

13

100

%

57

11

32

80

15

5

15

10

75

5

11

84

RCQ-14-08_c_Trc

2

0

215

0

0

2

29

58

6

120

58

6

%

1

0

99

0

0

100

31

62

6

65

32

3

CMF-74_Trc

168

58

154

52

11

3

1

39

76

35

39

76

%

44

15

41

79

17

5

1

34

66

23

26

51

CMF-80b_Trc

141

70

186

85

17

3

10

22

150

1

22

150

%

36

18

47

81

16

3

5

12

82

1

13

87

CMF-63_Trc

165

51

135

73

75

2

1

64

65

3

64

65

%

47

15

38

49

50

1

1

49

50

2

48

49

CMF-75c_Trc

169

79

180

34

9

12

4

71

69

24

71

69

%

39

18

42

62

16

22

3

49

48

15

43

42

CMF-75b_Trc

183

99

104

73

27

4

6

51

36

7

51

36

%

47

26

27

70

26

4

6

55

39

7

54

38

CMF-104a_Trc

153

77

179

21

17

18

3

68

67

23

68

67

%

37

19

44

38

30

32

2

49

49

15

43

42

CMF-104b_Trc

137

55

164

60

21

14

39

35

38

38

35

38

%

38

15

46

63

22

15

35

31

34

34

32

34

RAP-II 53.1

173

78

121

83

19

17

7

32

60

5

32

60

%

47

21

33

70

16

14

7

32

61

5

33

62

RAP-III-77.1

237

89

112

50

3

1

10

23

60

18

23

60

%

54

20

26

93

6

2

11

25

65

18

23

59

RAP-II-51.1b

244

45

121

34

35

32

26

20

30

13

20

30

%

60

11

30

34

35

32

34

26

39

21

32

48

RAP-III-27.1a

176

86

193

24

11

13

29

55

80

17

55

80

%

39

19

42

49

23

27

18

33

49

11

36

53

RAP-III-27.2a

218

62

171

29

16

18

33

37

56

27

37

56

%

48

14

38

46

25

29

26

29

44

23

31

47

121

APPENDIX C
FLINT CREEK PLUTON THERMOCHRONOLOGY and AMCC THERMOCHRONOLGY

Summary of relevant previous thermochronology data for the three Flint Creek Plutons (modified from Grice (2006).
Sample

Rock type

Latitude

Longitude

Western Flint Creek Range, Philipsburg Batholith
BB6
hb bt granodiorite
46°16’19”
113°14’07”
AA-4

hb bt granodiorite

46°18’21”

113°13’39”

FC-271
FC-272
DF96-179
H29-14
H29-9
S30-5

granite
granite
hb bt granodiorite
granite
granite
granite

46°18’52”
46°16’42”
46°19.1’

113°15’00
113°11’17”
113°13.45’

Northern Flint Creek Range, Royal Stock
FC-263
granite
46°24’30”
H31-1
granite
H28-1
granite
H23-13
granite
H23-8
granite
S31-10
granite
S28-4
granite
S1-1
granite

113°05’40”

Mineral

Age (Ma)

Method

Source

hbl
bt
hbl
bt
bt
bt
ap
ap
ap
ap

76.7 ± 2.5
74.0 ± 2.1
72.0 ± 2.5
73.4 ± 2.1
77.2 ± 1.9
73.3 ± 1.8
57.0 ± 5.0
64.8
65.9
68.2

K-Ar
K-Ar
K-Ar
K-Ar
K-Ar
K-Ar
fission-track
fission-track
fission-track
fission-track

Hyndman et al., 1972

bt
ap
ap
ap
ap
ap
ap
ap

64.7 ± 1.6
69.3
66.9
60.1
65.4
65.9
70.8
66.7

K-Ar
fission-track
fission-track
fission-track
fission-track
fission-track
fission-track
fission-track
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Marvin et al., 1989
Foster and Raza, 2002
Baty, 1976

Marvin et al., 1989
Baty, 1976

Summary of relevant previous thermochronology data for the three Flint Creek Plutons continued (modified from Grice (2006).
Sample

Rock type

Latitude

Longitude

Southern Flint Creek Range, Mount Powell Batholith
FC-273
granite
46°18’23”
113°00’16”
DF02-119a

2-mica granite

H14-12
H10-8
H10-6
H10-2
H7-9
H6-8
S16-7
S9-2

granite
granite
granite
granite
granite
granite
granite
granite

46°16’42”

Northern Anaconda Range, Storm Lake Pluton
DF02-114
bt hbl granite
46°04’24”

112°57’53”

112°56’22”

Mineral

Age (Ma)

Method

Source

bt
ms
ms
bt
ap
ap
ap
ap
ap
ap
ap
ap

59.7 ± 1.4
61.5 ± 1.0
68.3 ± 2.3
66.2 ± 1.2
65.7
63.6
62.9
65.4
50.7
62.0
69.7
56.4

K-Ar
K-Ar
40
Ar/39Ar
40
Ar/39Ar
fission-track
fission-track
fission-track
fission-track
fission-track
fission-track
fission-track
fission-track

Marvin et al., 1989

bt

76.3 ± 1.1

40

123

Ar/39Ar

Grice, 2006
Baty, 1976

Grice, 2006

Summary of relevant previous 40Ar/39Ar thermochronology data from the AMCC (modified from Grice (2006).
Sample

Rock type

Latitude

Longitude

Mineral

Age (Ma)

Method

Source

46°11’49”

112°59’11”

bt
bt

38.8 ± 1.6
42.4 ± 1.6

40

Ar/39Ar
Ar/39Ar

Grice, 2006

Northeastern Anaconda-Pintler Range
SL-38
hbl bt granodiorite
ME-6
coarse 2-mica gr

46°06’06”
46°02’25”

113°16’33”
113°10’15”

46°04’32”
46°03’26”

113°08’55”
113°14’43”

WG04-114
WG04-052
WG04-033
WG04-092
WG04-089
WG04-138
WG04-100
WG04-101

hbl bt granodiorite
q di
dacite dike
bt granite
aluminous leuco-gr
mylonitic quartzite
pegmatitic dike
coarse 2-mica gr

46°04’25”
46°05’09”
46°04’29”
46°03’34”
46°02’56”
46°03’37”
46°03’36”
46°03’39”

113°15’48”
113°13’46”
113°10’50”
113°08’25”
113°08’18”
113°06’14”
113°09’52”
113°10’01”

WG04-109

2-mica granite

46°02’35”

113°10’43”

WG04-103
DF02-113
DF02-116a

mylonitic quartzite
rhyolite tuff
mylonitic bt gr

46°01’16”
46°01’11”
46°05’29”

113°10’04”
112°59’03”
113°02’05”

Ar/39Ar
Ar/39Ar
40
Ar/39Ar
40
Ar/39Ar
40
Ar/39Ar
40
Ar/39Ar
40
Ar/39Ar
40
Ar/39Ar
40
Ar/39Ar
40
Ar/39Ar
40
Ar/39Ar
40
Ar/39Ar
40
Ar/39Ar
40
Ar/39Ar
40
Ar/39Ar
40
Ar/39Ar
40
Ar/39Ar
40
Ar/39Ar
40
Ar/39Ar
40
Ar/39Ar
40
Ar/39Ar

Grice, 2006

deformed q di sill
micaceous quartzite

79.0 ± 1.2
51.5 ± 1.2
48.6 ± 1.0
50.5 ± 0.8
56.9 ± 0.7
52.8 ± 0.7
74.0 ± 0.9
64.1 ± 1.0
48.5 ± 0.6
47.1 ± 0.7
45.5 ± 0.6
46.1 ± 0.6
50.4 ± 0.8
49.6 ± 0.6
49.2 ± 0.9
48.0 ± 0.6
47.6 ± 0.6
47.3 ± 1.1
53.7 ± 1.4
40.5 ± 2.0
39.6 ± 2.3

40

Ug-1
WG04-112

bt
ms
bt
bt
ms
bt
bt
bt
bt
bt
ms
ms
ms
ms
bt
ms
bt
ms
bt
ms
bt

Southeastern Flint Creek Range
DF02-118a
mylonitic bt gr
DF02-118b
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40

40

APPENDIX D – MORAINE DESCRIPTIONS
Various authors’ descriptions of moraines of different ages. Modified from Elison (1981).

Reference
Late
Pinedale

Holmes and
Moss (1955)
Wyoming
Slightly
weathered, large,
hummocky, steep
moraines

Knoll (1977)
Idaho
Steep sided, sharp-crested
moraines with lots of kettles,
modified by narrow erosion
channels. Lie in tighter arc than
Bull Lake moraines but not
uncommonly override and are
equal extent to Bull Lake
deposits. Fresh angular
boulders

Jacobs (1967)
Montana
Hummocky,
boulder strewn
moraines

Elison (1981)
Montana
Sharp-crested and steep
sided, smaller, higher up
the valley than early
Pinedale deposits, and
deposited on the sides of
previous moraines.
Increased surface boulder
frequency and distal slope
angle than older Pinedale
deposits

Middle
Pinedale

Somewhat smaller, have
broader crests and truncate
early Pinedale deposits

Early
Pinedale

Steep sides (up to 40°),
slight modification by
drainage channels,
presence of kettles,
hummocky topography, and
boulder strewn surfaces.
Two advances, locally low
deposits with small crests
and subdued topography,
wide breaching and low
boulder frequencies.

Late Bull
Lake

Moderately
weathered and
eroded moraines
some with double
laterals

Highly subdued to moderately
strong relief. Two major
terminals are common with a
smooth, rounded morphology
and generally widely breached.
Kettles are filled and boulders
are angular.

Less hummocky,
less boulder
strewn and
extend farther
down valley than
Pinedale
deposits

Early Bull
Lake

Pre-Bull
Lake

Richmond (1965)
Colorado
Irregular
hummocky
surfaces with fresh
boulders.
Generally same as
early Pinedale but
smaller.

Colorado
Upvalley from older moraines, primarily
small moraines on the valley floor.
Mean boulder frequency = 19/km2
Mean distal slope angle = 30°
Mean crest width = 2.5m

Irregular
hummocky
surfaces with fresh
boulders.
Terminals

Large, well preserved moraines with
sharp sides and sharp crests. Several
terminals.
Mean boulder frequency = 3.3/ 10km2
Mean distal slope angle = 23°
Mean crest width = 17m
Well preserved topography overlain by
Pinedale deposits.
Mean boulder frequency = 27/10km2
Mean distal slope angle = 19°
Mean crest width = 40m

Low moraines
show two
advances.
Terminals are
widely breached.
Fewer moraines
than Pinedale
deposits

Increase in breaching and
erosional modification with
older Bull Lake deposits.

Formless
mounds of
weathered drift,
some on high
divides

Generally destroyed mature
morainal form with integrated
drainage and well rounded
boulders

Heavily
dissected and
perched above
the valley floor,
may be gone

Remnants of lateral moraines along
valley sides and widely breached
terminals.
Mean boulder frequency = 8/10km2
Mean distal slope angle = 12°
Mean crest width = 107m
Lacks morainal
topography and is
sheet-like. Exists
beyond the limits of
Bull Lake deposits
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Miller (1979)

Lacks morainal topography and is
discontinuous. Often caps high divides.
Mean boulder frequency = 1/10km2
Mean distal slope angle = 6°
No morainal crests are present

APPENDIX E
SAMPLE LOCATIONS
Sample

elev_m

Photos

Strike

Dip

CMF-01

Waypoint
2100

lat
N

y
46.46004

W

long

x
-112.97980

1842

3400-3401

310

68

CMF-03

2600

N

46.46138

W

-112.98496

2041

3402

135

88

SW

bed

quartzite

IPq

CMF-04

12

N

46.46078

W

-112.98670

2119

1754-1756

130

82

SW

bed

quartzite

IPq

18

28

NW

bed

marble

Pp

0

0

quartzite

IPq

174

27

0

0

CMF-05

13

N

46.45983

W

-112.98803

2106

3403, 1757-1763

CMF-06

14

N

46.45938

W

-112.98911

2092

1764-1769

CMF-07

15

N

46.45964

W

-112.98791

2088

CMF-08

16

N

46.45833

W

-112.98553

1955

1770

Dip_Direct

Bed_Joint

Lithology

Unit

NE

bed

quartzite/marble

IPq

NW

bed

quartzite

IPq

quartzite/phyllite

Pp

CMF-09; 107

17

N

46.50259

W

-112.91020

1477

3411-3424

CMF-10

18

N

46.50296

W

-112.91030

1487

3425-3426, pano

67

17

NW

bed

ash

Tr

135

10

NE

bed

ash

Tr

CMF-100

389

N

46.47838

W

-112.99346

1906

4127

0

0

quartzite fractured

IPq

CMF-101

392

N

46.47290

W

-112.99474

2072

4128-4132

0

0

quartzite breccia

IPq

CMF-102
CMF-104a; 104b;
104c

399

N

46.47802

W

-112.98320

1899

0

0

sandstone highly indurated

Kc

275

N

46.48901

W

-112.88967

1566

3997-3998

58

23

NW

bed

sandstone/conglomerate

Trc

CMF-106

238

N

46.49812

W

-112.91463

1538

3927-3936

160

8

NE

bed

ash channel

Tr

CMF-11

22

N

46.51980

W

-112.93309

1450

0

0

ash

Tr

CMF-12

25

N

46.52056

W

-112.93383

1458

0

0

ash

Tr
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